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ABSTRACT

The lateral homogeneity of oceanic crust on the scale of a seismic

experiment is a condi ti on that most methods of sei smi c i nterpretati on
depend on. Whether this condition is in fact true is largely unknown and
only recently have efforts been made to test this hypothesis. This
thesis is part of that effort and is focussed on determining with as much
resolution as possible the seismic structure of upper oceanic crust, i.e.
Layer 1 and the uppermost part of Layer 2. Thi s portion of the crust is
of interest, because of the effect of the sediment-basement interface on
the transmission and conversion of seismic energy, also because of the
possibility of detecting lateral heterogeneities in upper Layer 2 caused
by faulting, hydrothermal circulation etc. The data employed are a set
of wide-angle reflections from oceanic crust 130 m.y. old in the western
North Atl antic Ocean southwest of Bermuda. Fi rst, the sedimentary
structure is determined by stacking the data along hyperbolae and
interpreting the stacking vel oci ti es and two-way normal inci dence

travel-times for interval velocities. This method has not been applied
to deep sea marine data before; it gives a more detailed velocity
structure of the sediments than does a tradi ti onal study of the basement
reflections' travel-times. Second, the same data are mapped into tau-p
space in order to measure the velocity gradient in oceanic basement;
unfortunately the scatter in the tau-p picks caused by the topography of
the basement reflector combine with the properties of the tau-sum
inversion to make such a measurement impossible. Third, the amplitudes
of the basement refl ecti ons observed on three sei smi c 1 i nes are model

1 ed

by synthetic seismograms; each can be matched by velocity-depth models
which contain a transition zone between the sediments and the basement.
The different thicknesses of this transition zone near the three

recei vers is an indi cati on that the top few hundred meters of Layer 2 are
laterally heterogeneous on a scale of 3 to 8 km.
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Chapter 1

Introducti on
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Methods of i nterpreti ng the sei smi c structure of oceanic Layers
1 and 2 (Raitt, 1963) from wide-angle reflections are investigated

in detail in this thesis. As technical and tectonic knowledge have
increased, seismic experiments of increasing resolution and

sophistication have been performed in order to investigate the

structure and evol uti on of oceanic crust. The travel times of
wi de-angl e refl ecti ons recorded on sonobuoys have been used
extensively in the investigation of the velocity structure of Layer
i velocity

1, yet in many regions our knowledge of the sediments

structure is limited to an average value of their velocities (Houtz,

1980). In chapter 2 an analytic technique (Taner and Koehler, 1969)

wi dely and successfully used on mul ti -channel data collected on
continental shelves is adapted to data collected by an ocean-bottom

hydrophone in the deep sea in order to resol ve the vel oci ty
structure within Layer 1. Another question being addressed in
marine seismology is the scale of lateral homogeneity of oceanic
crus t (Purdy, 1982). Lateral heterogenei ty of the uppermos t Layer 2

on the scale of a few km is examined by interpreting wide-angle
refl ecti ons from the sediment-basement interface. In chapter 3 the

reflections are mapped into tau-p space in order to interpret the

velocity gradient in Layer 2. In chapter 4 the amplitudes of
basement refl ecti ons are model

1 ed in order to interpet the vel oci ty

structure of the sediment-basement interface.

An aim of seismic studies is to investigate the seismic velocity

structure of the earth. The end result of many studies is a
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velocity-depth function which characterises the earth or a specific
region of the earth, and an interpretation of this structure's

relation to geophysical or geological data and processes. The
methods of interpreting velocity structures from seismic data vary;

most involve the travel-times of seismic waves (Kennett, 1977), and
more recently their ampl itudes have been used (Helmberger and

Morris, 1970). In any case, some understanding or physical model of
how energy propagates through the earth must exi st in order to model

or invert seismic data. Additionally, one must be able to implement
these model s mathematically and numerically. Many geologic
structures are so compl i cated that ei ther adequate physical model s

do not exist or we do not yet have the ability to implement them.

While geologists and geophysicists have been studying the
structure of conti nental crust for at 1 east one hundred years, the

structure of oceanic crust has only been studi ed in the 1 ast few
decades and is comparatively poorly known. Technological advances
coupled with military interest in the ocean basins led to many

marine seismic refraction experiments being performed in the 1950's
(e.g. Ewing et al., 1952; Katz and Ewing, 1956; Hersey et al.,

1959). Large shot spacing and the interpretation of the
travel-times in terms of homogeneous layers resul ted in a view of

oceanic crust which seemed to be uniform in all ocean basins (Raitt,

1964). Four layers were discerned; the highest standard deviation
of the velocities occur in Layer 2. In the 1960ls widespread
use of disposable sonobuoys (Houtz, Ewing and LePichon, 1968) led to
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increased detail measured in the structure of Layer 1; these
interpretati ons were based on the travel-times of wi de-angl e

refl ecti ons from refl ectors wi thin Layer 1 and the top of Layer 2.
Since the formulation of the plate tectonics paradigm for the

earth sciences, studies of oceanic crust have largely been directed
towards investigating the implications of plate tectonics.
Experiments to determine the structure of pl ate boundaries, how

crust ages once it has been formed and whether the spreading center
creates crust of uni form structure both in time and space have all

been carri ed out in the past few decades. Once a map (Fi g. 1.1) of
the age of oceanic crust and its present and fossil pl ate boundaries

had been constructed, it became apparent that the seismic refraction

experiments of the 1950ls had been performed at random with respect
to age and direction of structure and over several features which

pl ate tectonics predi cts shoul d have di fferent structures. Thus our
picture of oceanic crustal structure is highly general ised and

averaged.
Sei smi c experiments with increas ing resol uti on are now bei ng

carri ed out. The four layer model of oceani c crust has been

subdivided into many more layers (Houtz and Ewing, 1976) and the
ability to model the amplitudes of seismic arrivals has resulted in
a model of oceanic crust based on velocity gradients rather than

single velocity layers. The question of lateral heterogeneity,
however, rema i ns unresol ved. The scale of these heterogenei ti es may
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occur over a thousand kilometers as in the aging of Layer 2 (Houtz

and Ewing, 1976) and may well occur over the space of a few km

(Spudich and Orcutt, 1980; Purdy and Rohr, 1979). This latter scale
is important in the interpretation of seismic data since most
inversion and modell ing methods assume that the oceanic crust

covered by the experimen tis homogeneous. The di ffi cul ty in
measuring heterogeneities, if they exist, lies in the resolution of
the seismic energy (wavelengths used are typically 0.5 to 1.0 km)
and the lack of ablilty to model waves travelling through

heterogeneous medi a.
Other developments in seismology include the examination of the

data in spaces other than the time-distance space. Seismic data
have been mapped into amplitude-frequency space (Dorman et al.,

1960), stacking velocity-two-way normal inci dence travel-time space
(Taner and Koehler, 1969) and tau-p space (Stoffa et al., 1980) for

addi ti onal i nsi ghts into the vel oci ty structure through whi ch the
sei smi c energy has travel

1 ed.

*
This thesis is part of an experiment designed to measure the
lateral homogeneity of oceanic crust formed at a spreading center.

Here the focus is on the resolution of the structure of upper

oceanic crust, Layers 1 and 2. Measurements of deeper crust are
1 imi ted by knowl edge of the structure of the crust that lies above

it; variabil i ty in the ampl i ti des or travel-times of refracti ons
from Layer 3 or Moho coul d be caused by vari ab il i ty in the structure
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of Layer 1 or Layer 2. The experiment was carefully located south

of a fracture zone on crust -140 my old (Fig. 1.1) which had been

formd during an epi sode of constant vel oci ty spreadi ng at -1.0
cm/yr (Schouten and Kl i tgord, 1982). Ei ght ocean-bottom hydrophones

were deployed in a 10 x 15 km cross-shaped pattern and a variety of
sei smic experiments were performed (Purdy, 1982b). In each of the

three foll owi ng chapters the wi de-angl e refl ecti ons produced by a
0.66L (40 in3) airgun are interpreted by different methods, and
these methods' properties and ability to resolve seismic structure
are di scussed.

I n the second chapter the structure of Layer 1 is resol ved by

mapping wide-angle reflections from sedimentary reflectors and the

sediment-basement interface into stacking vel oci ty-two way normal
incidence travel-time. Working in this domain has been of great
help to exploration seismologists interpreting data from continental

shelves, but has not previously been used to investigate the

velocity structure of deep-sea sediments. Here, instead of using
just the sembl ance functi on, the stack and sembl ance functions are

combi.ned in the manner suggested by Stoffa et al. (1980) for mapping

data into tau-p space. In this region sonobuoy studies (Houtz,
1980) have measured an average velocity of sound in the sediments

but have not been able to resolve the seismic structure associated

wi th refl ectors AC, A* and Beta. These refl ectors are observed on
the normal incidence seismic reflection records (Tucholke, 1981) and
elsewhere are associated with increases in seismic velocity (Houtz,
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LePichon, and Ewing, 1968).

I n the thi rd chapter the data are mapped into tau-p space
(Stoffa et al ., 1980) in order to measure the velocity gradient in

the uppermost Layer 2. Here, the mapping is designed to preserve

the ampl i tude of the stack in the most coherentsubarray in the
final tau-p map so that postcritical events can be distinguished

from precri ti cal events. In tau-p space one can di stingui sh sei smi c
arrivals reflecting off a sharp velocity discontinuity from arrivals

which have turned in a velocity gradient by the positive curvature

of the former and the negati ve curvature of the 1 atter. Once the
arrivals have been identified, they can be inverted for a

velocity-depth function.
Chapter 4 investi gates the structure of the uppermost Layer 2 by

modelling the amplitudes of reflections from the sediment-basement

interface. Igneous crust (Layers 2 and 3) is most often interpretedfrom seismic refractions; unfortunately refractions from the

uppermst Layer 2 are rarely observed except by instruments, such as
borehole seismometers (Stephen, 1980), located within or below this

structure. Earlier arrivals tend to interfere with the first
refracted arrivals (Stephen, 1982). Alternatively, the velocity
structure in the uppermost Layer 2 can be inferred from refractions

which have passed through it deeper into the crust (Ewing and Purdy,

1982). Wide-angle reflections from the interface between Layer 1

and 2 respond to structure approximately a wavel ength in scal e at

16

the interface and hence are a di rect measurement of the vel oc; ty
structure in the top few hundred meters of Layer 2.

/
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Fi gure 1.1 Locati on of sei smi c refraction experiments carried out
before 1970 plotted on schematic map of magnetic anomalies (after

Shouten and Klitgord, (1977). Articles describing the experiments
are Ewing et al., 1952; Officer et al, 1952; Katz and Ewing, 1956;
Ewing and Ewing, 1959; Hersey et al., 1959; Houtz and Ewing, 1963;

Houtz and Ewing, 1964; Sheridan et al., 1966. Small black box

i ndi cates the 1 ocati on of the experiment di scussed here.
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2. 1 ABSTRACT

Wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from deep sea sediments were analysed by
stacking along hyperbolae; the details in the sediment structure
that are achieved here are greater than any that have previously

been made with wide-angle reflections on the Bermuda Rise. A 40
in3 airgun source was used in the western North Atlantic; the

refl ecti ons were recorded with si x ocean bottom hydrophones. The
arrivals are stacked and semblance calculated along hyperbolic

trajectories in T-X space and these two functions are multiplied

together. This analysis allows an objective comparison of a large
data set and an interpretation of the sediments i velocity

structure. Events in the sembl ance x stack function can be

correlated with normal incidence reflection data and are identified
with the

well known reflectors AC, A*, ß and acoustic basement. A

low velocity event is observed after the basement arrival and is
identified as shear reflections from acoustic basement.

Compressi onal to shear conversi on occurs at ß impl ying a Poi sson' s
ratio of 0.40 for sediments beneath ß. The stacking velocity and
two-way travel time val ues are easily pi.cked from the sembl ance x

stack functi ons and can be interpreted for a vel oci ty-depth functi on
by an iterative modelling scheme or inversion. The results for the
four layers agree closely. The upper sediments are 1.72 km/s and
0.27 km thick, sediments below AC are 2.00 km/s and 0.2 km thick,
below A*, 2.52 km/s and 0.25 km thick and below. ß, 3.1 km/s and 0.13

km thick. These velocities agree with the velocimeter measurements
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made nearby at DSDP Site 387 and interpretations of interval

vel oci ty taken on thicker sections of these uni ts on 01 der crust.

2.2 INTRODUCTION

An effort was made in April, 1980 to measure the degree of
homogeneity of oceanic crust by deploying eight ocean-bottom
hydrophones in a 10 x 15 km square in the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig.

1) and performing a variety of seismic experiments. This paper
discusses the hyperbol ic stacking of wide-angle reflections from the

sediments and acousti c basement by a 40 in3 ai rgun source (Fi g.
6). This method of analysis is frequently applied to multi-channel
data, but its abil i ty to measure vel oci ty as a functi on of depth has

sel dom been used in the study of deep-sea sediments.
The sediments

i physical properties are of interest in their own

right, and for their role in the propagation of seismic energy into

the basal ti c crust. The sediments affect not only the travel times
of seismic signals from the crust, but can al so prevent energy of

di fferent phase vel oci ti es from ever reaching the upper crust. Thi s
latter effect is particularly important in the conversion of

compressional to shear energy (Spudich and Helmberger, 1979, White

and Stephen, 1980). In the western North Atl antic consol i dated
1 imestones overl i e the basal ti c basement; the properti es of these
sediments could significantly affect the propagation of seismic
energy into the crust.

Sediments in this area of the western North Atl anti c Ocean, the
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southern Bermuda Rise, generally are too thin to give reflections

which can be easily analysed with a surface receiver and a long

source pulse. The arrivals tend to occur at similar times and
interfere with each other, and typically only a single value of
compressional velocity for the entire sediment column (Houtz, 1980)

is measured. In another study, fourteen sonobuoys (Naini and Ewing,
unpublished) were deployed in a 30 by 30 km area 20 km east of our
study area and measured average sediment velocities of 1.9- 2.3

km/s. A 40 in3 airgun was used as in this study, but only two
profiles were of sufficient quality to distinguish Horizon A*. The
velocities measured below A* were 2.5 and 2.9 km/s. In our study
use of a source with a short outgoing pul se, a bottom instrument and

a sensitive analytic technique allow the discrimination of four
subbottom arrivals and an interpretation of the velocity structure
of the four 1 ayers.

2.3 EXPERIMENT AND DATA

The 1 ocati on of the study was carefully chosen on the basi s of a
Navy aeromagnetic contour chart to ensure that the crust had been

formd predomi nantly by simpl e sea-floor spreadi ng processes.
Mesozoic magnetic anomalies M16 and M17 are linear and parallel on
the crust studied (Fig. 1 and 2), implyi ng formati on -140 mybp

during an episode of constant direction of sea-floor spreading; the
work of Schouten and Klitgord (in press) shows that in this area

spreading rate between anomal i es M11 and M21 was approximately

the
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constant at 0.9 cm/yr. A fracture zone exists 20 km north of the
experiment area, and no structural compl ications such as ridge jumps

or seamounts are evident in the magnetic or topographic data (Fig. 2

and 4).
The deep towed hydrophone provides a high resolution seismic
reflection profile of the reflectors within the study area (Fig. 3),

(Purdy and Gove, 1982). Three conti nuous refl ectors are observed at
0.20, 0.30, and 0.50 s two-way travel time below the sea floor.

Below
these refl ectors an intermi ttent fourth refl ector and acousti c

basement can be observed. Arrivals from the fourth deepest
sedimentary refl ector are observed only where basement is deeper

than 0.7 s.
These reflectors can be correlated with the seismic stratigraphy
of the western North Atlantic as outlined by Tucholke (1979):

reflector At, the top of mid-Eocene siliceous turbidites, occurs

at 0.20 s below the sea-floor; AC, the top of upper lower Eocene
to lower mi ddl e Eocene cherty mudstones, occurs at 0.30 s; A* ,the
top of Maestrichti an chal k overlyi ng mi d-Cretaceous green and bl ack

claystones, is at 0.50 s, and ß, the top of Neocomian limestones, is
at 0.70 s.

The dense coverage of normal i nci dence sei smi c refl ecti on
profiles allows a sediment thickness map to be constructed (Fig.
3). The lines shown in Fig. 4 were run with 40 in3, 300 in3,
and 1000 in3 airguns; all line crossings were checked for at least
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0.1 s agreement. The depth to sea floor was approximately constant
(+0.03 s) at 6.9 s two-way travel time or 5.1 km so that a map of

two-way travel time to basement minus two-way travel time to sea

floor is equivalent to a basement topography map. The fracture zone
in the north ( -31°25'N, 68°20'W) is poorly defined, but evident in
the large (greater than 1.0 s) variations in basement

depth. South

of the fracture zone the basement gradually deepens from 0.4 s to

0.8 s two-way travel time below the sea-floor and two ridges -30 km
long ( -31°27'N, 68°251W and 31°20'N, 68°17'W) lie parallel to the

magnetic lineations. Both ridges have the typical slow-spreading
oceanic crust morphology of steep inward (eastward) facing scarps.

Considerable 'random' variations on the order of 0.1 s are
superimposed on this main topographic pattern.

Eight ocean-bottom hydrophones (OBH's) (Koelsch and Purdy,1979)

were deployed in a cross pattern (Fig. 5) in a sediment pond east of
the eastern ridge, and the 40 in3 airgun was fired along lines of
di fferent azimuths. Extensive use of Loran C provi ded accurate

navigation within the study area. Firing the airgun every 20
seconds provi ded a shot spacing on the order of 30-40 meters.

Fig. 6 shows a typical record section from OBH 4, which was in
the center of the cross, shot whil e steaming eastward from the

instrument. (For simplicity in discussion, parallel to the magnetic
lineations will be called north-south and perpendicular east-west.)

The first arrival is the direct water wave; it is followed by
reflections from the sediments and acoustic basement.
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The data were digitized using a standard procedure (Purdy et

al., 1982). An amplitude filter was applied to the high frequency
data to pick the arrival time of the direct water wave. The high
signal to noise ratio, usually greater than 10, and consistent
character of the arrival made the amplitude filter as reliable as

picking arrivals by eye. The water wave arrival times were smoothed
and then used to compute horizontal range with an average water
speed of 1.515 km/s.

2.4 TECHNIQUE OF ANALYSIS
The large vol ume of the data coll ected prompted the use of an

analytic technique which would be fast, allow an objective
comparison of the data and ul timately, provide an interpretation of
the data for a velocity-depth functi on. Computations of sembl ance

and stack along hyperbolic trajectories in T-X space meet these
cri teria. Hyperbol ic paths were used because the refl ectors i true

travel-time curves can be approximated as hyperbol ae wi th less than
10/0 error for the structures usually encountered on the southern

Bermuda Rise (Stoffa, Diebold, and Buhl, 1982). Each line of data
is mapped into stacking velocity two-way travel time (V-To) space

(Fig. 7). For laterally homogeneous isovelocity layers, the

(!- To) plot shoul d consi st of several peaks concentrated on the
true stacking velocity of each reflector (Taner and Koehler, 1969).
These !- T 0 maps are general

1 y simpl er than the original data and,

therefore, more easily compared. Velocity interpretati on i nvol ves
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picking four or five pairs of Y and To values instead of several
hundred pai rs of time-di stance data.

Stoffa et al. (1980) devised a method which combines the

semblance and stack functions. This method was applied to semblance
and stack computed along 1 i nea r paths in T -X space, but can be

applied equally well to these functions computed along hyperbolic

paths. The semblance is a measure of how similar the amplitudes are
in a given sweep across the array and the stack is the sum of the
amplitudes of all arrivals in the sweep (Taner and Koehler, 1969).

Stack and sembl ance are computed separately and then mul tipl ied
together (Fig. 7); before multiplication, however, the semblance is
fil tered from 0-10 Hz and then a threshol d 1 evel is set. That is,

red

all val ues of sembl ance greater than a constant val ue are consi de

significant and set equal to one while all values below that value
are considered insignificant and are set equal to zero (Fig. 7b).

The resultant binary semblance function is multiplied by the stack

leaving only those stacked val ues which have si gni ficant sembl ances
(Fig. 7c). The power of the semblance x stack function is then

taken and contoured (Fig. 7d).
The advantage of using the semblance x stack function instead
of just the semblance or stack is that it

preserves the amplitude

information in the stack and tends to el iminate the effects of

spatial aliaSing and arrivals which occur only over short ranges.

The amplitude information in the stack function is preserved since

the stack is multiplied by one. Spatial aliasing is the result of
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finite and or insufficient sampling of the data in horizontal range;

spatially aliased results tend to have low values of semblance and

thus are el imi nated by setti ng a threshol d for the sembl ance. Other
signals, such as sound from passing ships, may be in the data set,

but only signals with high values of semblance (i.e., coherent over
many shots), remain in the semblance x stack function.

2.5 EFFECT OF LATERAL HETEROGENEITY AND VELOCITY GRADIENTS ON THE
TECHN IQUE

The assumption that the reflecting media may be considered as
laterally homogeneous isovelocity layers over the length of each

profile is open to question. Deep-sea sediments, as far as have
been mapped in the deep ocean, are laterally homogeneous in their
physical properties over areas of hundreds of square kilometers, but
can vary vertically on scales of millimeters to hundreds of meters.
The sediment-basement interface is rough on scal es of centimeters to

kilometers both vertically and horizontally, and is the most obvious

lateral heterogeneity in the oceanic crust. Basement itself is

laterally heterogeneous on the scale of meters or less, and mayor
may not be heterogeneous on scales detectable with a 10 Hz seismic

source e.g. 0.3-0.5 km (Purdy, 1982a). Refraction studies indicate
the presence of velocity gradients on the order of 1.0 to 4.0 /s in
the upper crust (Helmberger and Morris, 1969, 1970, Kennett, 1977,
Whitmarsh, 1978, Stephen et al., 1980, Spudich and Orcutt, 1980,

Ewing and Purdy, 1982). How these factors affect the measurement of
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stacking velocity (!) is discussed below.

Al-Chalabi (1974) has shown that the stacking velocity, !' of a
reflector at the base of thin isovelocity layers is affected by the

root mean square velocity (Vrms) of those layersl velocities, not
by the details of the layers

i velocity structure. Since a velocity

gradi ent may be considered a stack of very thin i sovel oci ty 1 ayers
in which velocity increases with depth, we may therefore conclude

that for a gi ven V rms the! measurement is not affected by the

exact shape or magnitude of the gradient. Thi s al so impl ies that
knowl edge of ! does not contai n informati on about the preci se

velocity structure or gradient between two reflectors; it is simply
an average.

Norma 1 i nci dence sei smi c refl ecti on profi 1 es from a deep towed
hydrophone can resol ve the topography of the sediment-basement

interface (Purdy et al., 1981) (Fig. 3); this topography's effects
on a hyperbolic analysis of the wide-angle reflections from this
interface can, therefore, be predi cted. Basement refl ecti ons

measured on shots out to 5 km range have refl ected from basement at

less than 1 km range A variety of topographic features exist over
di stances of 1 km: scarps, di ps of 1 ess than 10° and vari ati ons in
depth of a few hundredths of a second from shot to shot.

Analysing data from a faul t scarp woul d resul t in at 1 east two
peaks of energy each at di fferent two-way travel times. Si nce these

refl ecti ons woul d probably be observed over short ranges, the
definition of the V would be poor for arrivals from either side of
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the fault. Scarps, by definition, involve changes in basement
depth; the To of each set of arrivals should be different.

Data from a dipping reflector would be measured at different
stacking velocities, but at approximately the same two-way travel

times. Travel times of energy reflected from a dipping basement
were calculated and straight lines fit to them in T2_X2 space in
order to measure y and To' The sediment structure as di scussed

below (Table 2) was used in the computations. With no dip the

reflectorl s stacking vel oci ty and normal inci dence travel time are
1.70 km/s and 4.25 s. Shooting downdip results in higher stacking
velocities 1.75 km/s to 1.84 km/s for dips of 5-10°, and the normal

incidence travel time decreases by .01 s. Shooting updip causes the
stacking velocity to decrease to 1.42 to 1.58 km/s, for 5°_15° dip,

and the normal i nci dence time to decrease by 1 ess than .03 s.
Topographic variations in depth on the order of O.Ols from shot
to shot, increase the standard deviation of the y, but do not affect

the mean y measured (A l-Cha 1 ab i, 1974). Stack i ng vel oci ti es
measured for the basement refl ecti on shoul d therefore have a greater

spread of energy in the sembl ance x stack functi on than the upper

sedimentary refl ectors .
The effect of energy refracted from a vel oci ty gradi ent in the
uppermost crust on the sembl ance x stack plots was tested by

calculating theoretical time-distance curves out to 5.0 km for

basement with initial velocities of 4.2 and 5.2 km/s and gradients

of 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 /s (Fig. 8). Refracted energy from basement
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with low initial velocity, e.g., 3.5 km/s, was observed only at
ranges greater than 4.7 km; arrivals over such a short distance

would have low values of semblance and be eliminated by setting a

threshold level for the semblance. Models with low initial

velocities therefore, were not considered. The sediment structure

used is the same as was used above (Table 2), and the stack i ng

vel oci ti es of the refl ected and refracted di vi ng energy were
computed in T2_X2 space.

As range increases the arrival s from the basement vel oci ty
gradient are more likely to arrive earlier than the basement

reflection (Fig. 8). Since semblance and stack are computed across
the whole set of seismograms, it seems likely that an hyperbola

would sweep the basement reflection and the arrivals from the

velocity gradient. Basement with an initial velocity of 4.2 km/s
and gradients of 1.0, to 4.0 Is resulted in stacking velocities of

1.71-1.77 km/s. Basement with an initial velocity of 5.2 km/s and
gradients of 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 Is gave stacking velocities of

1.74-1.81 km/s. In both cases the computed To was within 0.03 s

of the To of the basement refl ecti on, 4.25 s.
If the gradient arrivals are within a signal length (-0.10 s) of
the refl ected arrival s, then hyperbol ae of many di fferent stacking

velocities fit through both sets of arrivals and result in energy

spread in the Y direction on the semblance x stack plot. Arrivals
from basement with the initial velocity 4.2 km/s occurred within
0.10 s of the reflected arrivals from 3.5 to 5.0 km for all
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gradi ents studied; arrival s from the hi gher velocity basement tend
to occur earlier and be separated by more than 0.15 s from 4.5 to
5.0 km range.

If basement is flat lying, but laterally heterogeneous in its
velocity structure, only the ampl itudes of the reflections are

affected. If there is a gradi ent in the upper crust, then any
lateral heterogeneity in the gradient could show up in the semblance

x stack functions as smearing of the basement reflection or an
additional peak of energy at high velocities.

2.6 APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUE TO DATA

Lines wi th data recorded between one and fi ve k i 1 ometers
horizontal range were analysed as described; twenty eight lines met

this range criterion. Only lines which begin within one km range of

the instrument were analysed; this decreases spatial al iasing
caused by not having recorded data exactly at 0.0 km. Also, data
within the first kilometer are important in defining the two-way

normal incidence travel time (To). Beyond 5 km range, reflected
energy from the di rect water wave, and subbottom refl ectors tend to

arrive within a few tenths of a second of each other; artefacts
coul d easily be produced by trying to analyse thi s superposition of

wave trains. Only arrivals at less than 5 km range were -analysed;

this preserves the ability to visually test the results of the
analysis, since the arrivals in this range are more or less distinct

from each other (Fig. 4 and 11). Instruments 4 and 3 received data
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from a wide variety of azimuths (Fig. 5); instruments 1,5,6, and 8
recei ved only one or two 1 i nes each.
The threshol d 1 evel used on the sembl ance used was .07, an order
of magnitude greater than the semblance value expected for noise.

For these data one hundred to one hundred and thirty shots typically
comprise one line; if the data were all uncorrelated noise, the

expected value of the semblance would be .007-.010.
One can observe the progressive increase in time and velocity
of the events as expected from a 1 aterally homogeneous stack of

isovelocity layers in which velocity increases with depth (Fig.
7d). The power of the sembl ance x stack functi on was averaged over

one signal length, a .1 s time window, and then contoured.

2.7 RESULTS

The twenty eight lines which were analysed showed similar
patterns of sedimentary refl ectors (Fi g. 9 and 16) and can be

correlated with the seismic stratigraphy. Most differences between
lines can be attributed to variable basement topography and its
affects on the overlyi ng sediments.

Two methods of comparison are used to evaluate the data. The
fi rs tis a sum of the semblance x stack functi ons from each 1 i ne and

the second is a plot.of each event's! and To vs. azimuth of the
shooting line relative to spreading direction. The sums allow a
quick evaluation of features seen in all or most of the data, and
the azimuthal plots allow an evaluation of line to line
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variability. The results from OBH 4 are discussed in some detail
since they display most of the features of interest.

2.7.1 RESULTS: OBH 4
The sum of the semblance x stack analyses (Fig. 9) performed on
ten 1 i nes (-1200 shots) recei ved by OBH 4 shows that the fi rst three

events are quite consistent and that energy deeper than 4.2 s is

more complicated and variable. The spread in Yof the direct water
wave at 3.4 s is spatial aliasing caused by the fact that the
closest shots on the ten lines are at 0.35-0.8 km range, not at 0.0

km. Events at 3.75, 3.95, and 4.15 s two-way travel time (To) can

be correl ated wi th the refl ectors AC, A* and ß; thei r stacking
velocities are typically 1.52,1.54, and 1.60 km/s, respectively
(Table 1). Values of the basement's y and To vary more from line

to line, and typically in each plot energy is observed over wide

ranges of y and To' In some of the semblance x stack functions
peaks of energy occur later and at higher velocities than the

basement arrival (Fig. 12). An anomalous event occurs on more than
half of the semblance x stack plots; it is at 4.4 sand 1.5 km/s,
roughly 0.15 s after the basement refl ection, and wi th the same

stacking velocity as the direct water wave.

Stacking velocity and two-way travel time pairs were picked for
each 1 ine and averages were computed for the di fferent events (Tabl e

1). Data from OBH 4 show very small variations, typically 0.01

km/s and .01 s for the sedimentary events, with vari abil ity
increasing to 0.05 km/s and 0.04 s for the basement arrival.
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A plot of stacking velocity and two-way travel time as
functions of azimuth (Fig. 11) shows that AC and A* are consistent
on all lines and that the variation of the deeper arrivals breaks
into two main groups: the data east of the instrument: 0000_1800

(1 i nes 4S, 4SSE 4ESE, 4E, 4NE, and 4N) and those west of the
instrument: 2250_3250 (lines 4SW, 4W, 4WNW and 4NNW).
The sembl ance x stack plots north, south and east of OBH 4 show
several features, elongated or smeared basement arrival s, and energy
arriving later than basement (Fig. 10); these features coul d be

caused by ei ther basement topograpny or a vel oci ty gradi ent in the
upper basement. Basement is typically at 1.70 km/s, 4.25 s, but.at
0000 and 1350 (line 4N, Fig. 27) for example, energy is smeared from
1.70-1.76 km/s and high velocity energy at 1.80-1.85 km/s can be

observed. The data show generall y coherent basement refl ecti ons
with evidence of small variations in basement topography, and
interference of the reflections over a few hundred meters (4E)(Fig.

4). The smearing of the basement arrivals typically seen east of
OBH 4 could be caused either by small scale vertical topography or a

velocity gradient in the upper crust. The high velocity post
basement event coul d be caused ei ther by a di pping faul t block, or a

velocity gradient. Since a scarp is not evident in the wide-angle
data, a velocity gradient is probably

"the cause.

The 1 ines to the west of OBH 4 have sembl ance x stack plots

with numerous small peaks (Fig. 10), which are caused by a fault
scarp. Some peaks are not on the expected conti nuous V-To curve
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from laterally homogeneous media in which velocity increases with

depth. The basement reflection is discontinuous or highly
interfered with at ranges greater than 2.0 km (Fig. 13). This

corresponds to a refl ecti on from the basement at di stances of
0.35-.40 km horizontally from the instrument. Each of the
hyperbol ae fi ts short segments of the actual refl ectors. On 1 ine 4W

(Fig.13) the basement reflection actually appears to arrive 0.20 sec

earlier at ranges greater than 2.5 km; it seems likely that
complicated basement topography such as a fault scarp parallel to
the magnetic lineations exists approximately 350 m west of OBH 4.

The event at 4.4 sand 1.5 km/s is interpreted as a shear
reflection from basement, with conversion occurring at reflector ß.

It can be clearly seen on many of the records (4ESE) (Fig. 14), and
typically has high amplitudes at greater than 2.0 km range.

Arriving only one second after the direct water wave, it can not be

a multiple within the 3.42 s one-way travel time deep water. Nor
can it be a multiple within the sediments since their P-wave
velocities in the sediments generally have velocities greater than

1.5 km/s. Shear waves within the sediments have low velocities and
could reflect from the acoustic basement. A ratio of the travel

time of the shear energy (T s) from the converti ng refl ector to
basement to the travel time of the compressional wave energy (Tp)
in the same layer gives the P- to S-wave velocity ratio:

v plV s= (zIT p) I (zITs) = T sIT P' (2.1 )
where z is the vertical distance traveled. This ratio can then
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be used to calculate a Poisson's ratio for the interval in

ques ti on. Between refl ector ß and basement the average V p/V s is
2.5, which corresponds to a Poissonls ratio of 0.4. Between

refl ectors AC and A* the computed Poi sson' s rati os are 1 ess than
or approximately equal to zero, which is physically impossible.
Furthermore nei ther ß nor the low vel oci ty arrival are strong or

consi stently observed on 1 i nes west of OBH 4 where the basement
rises abruptly. The actual velocities of this layer are discussed

below.
2.7.2 RESULTS: OBH'S 3,1,5,6,8
A detail ed look at the resul ts from OBH 3 shows that they are

dominated by topographic variation around the instrument. The sum
of the semblance x stack functions (Fig. 15) for eight lines of

varyi ng azimuths shows refl ectors AC and A* as di screte peaks
followed by energy smeared from 4.1 to 4.4 sand 1.58 to 1.85 km/s;
this spread in To indicates that the reflectors are varying in
depth around the instrument.
In the azimuthal plot (Fi g. 16) refl ector AC and basement are

the only consistent events on all of the lines. The average values
for y and To (Tabl~ 1) are comparable to those for OBH 4; the

standard deviations, however, are higher. The data are highly
variable; line 3N (Fig. 17) contains many arrivals whereas 3W has

virtually none. A* can only be clearly seen on three lines K3N,
K3SW, K3NE and K3S. Basement varies in depth from 4.15 to 4.24 s,
and in stacking velocity from 1.62 to 1.72 km/s; it is shallowest in
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the south and deepens to the north. The basement arrival s show
discontinuities and or interference (Fig. 17).

Data received by instruments 1, 5, 6, and 8 (Table 1) showed

many of the same features as the data from OBHs 3 and 4. Refl ectors
AC, A*, ß and basement can be seen in most of the 1 ines recei ved
by OBHs 1, 5, and 6. On 1 i nes 5SWB, 6E and 6NB2 the basement
reflector is variable in travel time and shows interference; their

semblance x stack plots have numerous discontinuous peaks. OBH 8 is
situated on the flank of a ridge and only basement shows up in the

semblance x stack functions. It lies 0.9 s below the seafloor
northeast of the instrument and 0.6 s southwest of the instrument.

2.8 VELOCITY INTERPRETATION
Modell ing and inversion methods were used to interpret interval

velocities and thicknesses from the wide-angle reflection data. To
take advantage of the i-To informati on, and bypass the probl ems of

hand-picking arrival times, T-X data were calculated using the
equation of an hyperbola and the i-To values for each reflector.

The hyperbolic equation fits the T-X data, and is accurate when used

to calculate the slope, i.e., the ray parameter (Fig. 18). It was,
therefore, possible to use both a model

1 ing interpretation method

requiring accurate T-X values and an inversion method requiring

accurate p-values. The high velocities in the lower layers
precluded use of the standard approximation of Dix (1955) (Fig. 18

~2

and 19).
From the modelling solution (Table 2) T-X data were calculated

by ray traci ng through homogeneous i sovel oci ty 1 ayers and the
hyperbolic approximation was tested. A straight line was fit to the
data for each refl ector in T2_X2 space to determi ne the'

coefficients of the best-fitting hyperbola. Each hyperbola fit the
T-X data to within several msec (Fig. 18); errors were the largest

(3 msec, 0.15 % ) for the deeper layers. The p-value calculated
by differentiating the hyperbola (Fig. 18) also differs most in the

deeper layers from the p-value used to calculate each T-X pair, on
the order of 4-60/0 , and more typically is less than 20/0.

Generating T-X data from the !-To information was considered
preferable to picking travel times by hand which is highly

subjective and time consuming. Arrival s were picked by hand for
lines 4E and 4W and were interpreted by iterative modelling

(Fig.19). Only two subbottom reflectors were sufficiently clear to

pick their travel times; other arrivals are present in the data set,
but could not be picked. The velocities interpreted for these two
layers agree in general with the more detailed structure discussed
below. In large data sets the amount of time spent trying to pick
each arrival time is an additional undesirable feature of this

approach. For inversion there are difficulties not only in picking
arrival times, but also in measuring p from noisy data. Slant
stacking provides a measure of p in the data, but mapping into tau-p

space el imi nates the T -x data necessary for the ray parameter
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inversion. Furthermre, spatial aliasing, which is particularly
severe when trying to fit straight lines to curves, does not allow
the discrimination of all three sedimentary reflectors (Rohr, 1982)

The i tera ti ve mode 11 i ng techni que ray traces through a vari ety
of velocity-depth models until the calculated travel times fit the

observed travel times. It was first developed at the University of
Cambridge (Limond and Patriat, 1977) and used by White (1979). In
this method T -X data from each interface are used successively to

solve for the overlying layer's velocity and thickness. Theoretical
T-X values are calculated for the first layer by ray tracing through
an initial model and the variance of the observed minus the

calculated travel times is computed. The velocity of that layer is
changed and theoretical T-X values recalculated. This procedure is
repeated many times; the solution velocity is considered to be that
velocity which minimizes the variance of the observed minus the

calculated travel times. Data from the next layer is then computed,
using the solution values of velocity and thickness of the first

layer and an estimate of the second layerls velocity. White (1979)

cal cul ated the theoretical travel times for various ref' ectors in
media with linear velocity gradients and solved for their

isovelocity layer velocities and thicknesses. The solution velocity
for each layer was equal to the velocity at mid-depth in the initial

model.
The sol uti on to the T -X data generated by the average y - T 0
values for OBH 4 is shown in Fig. 21 and listed in

Table 2. There
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are approximately 900 m of sediment. The upper 500 m have typical
sedimentary velocities of 1.7-2.0 km/s and the lower 400 m have
higher velocities of 2.5-3.1 km/s.

The ray parameter method of Dix (1955) was also applied to the

data. This is a more rigorous approach to the data than the
approximation published in the same paper, but it has been little
used except in thin layers (Bryan, 1974). This method measures the
slope (the ray parameter, p) locally on the T-X curve for each

refl ector and fi nds T -x poi nts on each refl ector wi th the same p
val ue. The difference between the travel times and the ranges of
these points give interval velocities and thicknesses. For any two
reflectors this computation can be repeated for any number of points

wi th matching p val ues. This method works well for layers greater
than 0.02 of the thickness of the overlying layers (Bryan, 1974);

the layers under consideration are between 0.04 and 0.03 the

thickness of the overlying layers. As in the approximate equations
no information concerning the details of a specific velocity
gradient are contained in the travel times alone.
Computi ng T -x val ues out to 5 km, and matching p val ues to

within 0.001 s/km gave 40-50 velocity-thickness calcuiations for
each layer; the results were simply averaged for each layer (Fig.

22). As in the modelled solution, the upper layers have typical
velocities of 1.7-2.0 km/s and the lower layers are higher than
usual at 2.5-3.1 km/s.

As a test of the accuracy of this appl ication of the ray
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parameter method, the ray parameter solution was used to generate
T-X data and their I and To values calculated in T2_X2 space.

These values were then interpreted as described above (Fig. 22); the
results are within 0.1 km/s and 0.01 km of the initial model in all

1 ayers .

2.9 REGIONAL CORRELATION

Corroboration of the sediments' velocities interpreted in this

way can be obtained both from DSDP dri 11 i ng resul ts and from other
seismic studies in the area.
The Glomar Chall enger drill ed the sedimentary sequence down to
basement at Si te 387 approximately 60 n .mi. north of the area

studied here; reflectors AC, A*, and ß were penetrated.

Compressional velocities and bulk density were measured on hand
samples (Demars et al., 1979) and acoustic impedance was calculated

as a function of depth (Tucholke et al., 1979). Contrasts in
acoustic impedance were correlated with the reflectors seen in the
seismic section, and the two-way travel time between the reflectors

was measured. From this informati on and the thickness of the
drilled units, interval velocities were calculated (Tucholke et al.,

1979) .
The DSDP interval velocities agree with the velocities
interpreted here down to refl ector A* (Fi g. 20 and 21), but below

this reflector the results computed from wide angle reflections are

higher in velocity. The normal incidence seismic profile (Tucholke,
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et. al., 1979) from which each reflector's two-way travel times were

pi cked shows di ffuse hyperbolae where ß and basement have been
identified. Using the interval velocities calculated above from
wide-angle reflections and the drilled unit thicknesses to compute
the two-way travel times of ß and basement woul d pl ace ß and

basement .06 and .11 s earlier than the published picks. The
seismic data do not preclude such a possibility; the picks were made
on 1 egs of di ffracti on hyperbol ae.

Correl ati on of the velocimeter measurements of the sediments
recovered at Site 387 (Demars et al., 1979) is readily

accompl i shed. From the seafloor to AC the velocimeter measured
compressional velocities of 1.54 -1.62 km/s and from AC to A*,
1.7-2.2 km/s; interpretation of wide-angle reflections gave interval

velocities of 1.72 km/s for the seafloor to AC and 2.00 km/s for

AC to A*. The A* to ß interval ranged in velocimeter measurements
from 1.8-2.2 km/s whereas wide angle reflections measured an

interval velocity of 2.5 +/- 0.1 km/s. Demars et ale (1979) believe
that sample disturbance of the clays has resulted in lower velocity
and density measurements as much as 300/0 less than are actually

found in situ. The ß to basement interval had velocimeter
measurements from 2.8-4.4 km/s, which agree with an interval
velocity of 3.1 km/s. . Drilling disturbance may not have affected

them very much especially since carbonates do not react as strongly

to pressure changes as do cl ays.
Houtz, Lepichon, and Ewing (1967) in a detailed study of the
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sediments i velocity structure in the western North Atl antic found

three layers to be characterisitic of the region. The
unconsolidated sediments with velocities of 1.6 to 2.2 km/s,

semi-consolidated sediments (Layer A) with velocities of 1.7-2.9

km/s, and consolidated sediments (layer ß) with velocities of
2.7-3.7. The top two layers

i measured here correspond to their

unconsolidated sediments, while the velocities of the. lower two
1 ayers are in good agreement wi th the interval vel oci ties for layers

A and ß. Hori zon A was 1 a ter found to be a complex of refl ectors

(Tucholke, 1979). Most of the measurements of layers A and ß were
on thicker accumulations of sediments than those studied here.
Measurements of the physical properties of semi -consol idated

limestone are few, but support the inference drawn earlier that

below reflector ß the sediments have a Poisson's ratio of 0.4. For
a P-wave velocity of 3.1 km/s (as interpreted above) this implies a

S-wave velocity of 1.24 km/s. No shear velocity measurements were
made on these sediments at Site 387. Ludwig, Nafe and Drake (1963)
published a compilation of compressional and shear wave velocities,

and computed Poisson's ratio as a function of density for marine

sediments; densities of 2.2-2.6 gm/cc, as measured below, typically
correspond with Poissonls ratio of .42-.39. In one study (Laughton,
1957) a globigerina ooze with a bulk density of 1.62 gm/cc was taken
from less than 200 m subbottom and was compressed uniaxially to

pressures of 512 to 1024 kg/cm2; the P-wave vel oci ty increased
from 1.6 to 2.68 and 3.06 kml s. Shear waves were detected and had
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vel oci ti es of 1.2 and 1.57 km/s, correspondi ng to a Poi sson' s rati 0
of 0.37 and 0.32. Clays treated in the same manner did not transmit
shear waves.
Sediments wi th a Poi sson' s rati 0 of 0.4 overlyi ng basement

shoul d affect the shear waves refracted wi thi n the basal ti c crust.
A sedimentary layer with Poisson's ratio of 0.4 should reduce the
amount of compress i ona 1 energy converted to shear at the

sediment-basement interface for any gi ven P-wave vel oci ty or
Poissonls ratio in the basement (Spudich and Helmberger, 1979, White
and Stephen, 1981). Observati ons here indi cate that ß exi sts to the

east of the instrument but not to the west, and one woul d expect

little refracted shear energy to be observed east of the OBH 4.
Purdy (1982b), however, notes that shear refracti ons from the moho
were observed in the explosive 1 ines shot east of OBH 4, but not in

the data shot to the west of the instrument. For any shear
conversion to take pl ace underneath ß, the Vs in the basement must

be on the order of Vp in the sediments, =3.0 km/s; for a POissonls

ratio of 0.25 to 0.3 this would indicate a basement V of 5.25 to
P

5.6 km/s in the upper basement. For no shear conversion to take
pl ace west of the instrument, ei ther the topography is rough on the
sca 1 e of one sei smi c wavelength, 200-500 m, as is observed, or the
basement Vs is less than the sediment Vp (2.5 km/s). Both
conditions are likely to be present.
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2.10 CONCLUSIONS

Thi s study of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from deep sea sediments on
the Bermuda Ri se shows that:

1) a combination of semblance and stack which have
been calculated along hyperbolic trajectories in T-X space gives a

detai 1 ed picture of the sedimentary 1 ayering end vel oci ty structure
in upper oceanic crust;
2) refl ectors AC, A*, a and acousti c basement are

i denti fi ed in normal inci dence records and the sembl ance x stack
functi ons ;

3) compressional to shear conversion occurs at the top
of a; the shear phase reflects from basement giving a Poissonls
ratio of 0.40;

4) basement topography is the main lateral

heterogeneity clearly seen in the wide-angle reflection data;

5) the stacking velocity two-way travel time
informati on can be easily interpreted for a velocity-depth function

either by iterative modelling or inversion by the ray parameter

method. The results from both methods agree to wthin .1 km/s and
. 0 1 km ;

6) between the sea-floor and refl ector AC the

sediments are .27 km thick and 1.72 km/s; between AC and reflector

A*, 0.2 km thick and 2.00 km/s, between A* and reflector ß, .25 km
thick and 2.52 km/s, between ß and basement .13 km thick and 3.1

kml s ;
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7) interval velocity measurements ~ situ agree within
a few tenths of a km/s with the ve10cimeter resul ts at DSDP Si te 387
(Dema rs et al .) and are wi thin the range of vel oci ti es reported for

these layers reported in a suite of measurements made largely on
older crust (Houtz, et al., 1968).
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TABLE 2.1 Two-way travel-time- stacking velocity values averaged for
OB H i ~ 4; 3; an d 1, 5 ,6 ,8 .

Two-Way Travel

Time

Stacking
Vel oci ty

( s)

(km/ s)

OBH 4
W

3. 43 + / - O. 01

1. 50 + / - 0.01

AC

3.75

0.01

1.52

0.01

A*

3.95

0.01

1.55

0.01

ß

4.15

0.01

1.62

0.02

B

4.24

0.05

1.68

0.04

B'

4.31

0.10

1.81

0.05

OBH 3
W

3.43

0.01

1. 50 + / - O. 01

AC

3.71

0.03

1.51 +/- 0.01

A*

3.94

0.05

1.55 +/- 0.01

ß

4.10

0.04

1.60

0.01

B

4.21

0.05

1.68

0.05
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TABLE 2.1 (cont.)

Two-Way Travel

Time

Stack i ng
Vel oci ty

( s)

(kml s )

OBH 1,5,6,8

1. 50 + / - 0.-1

W

3 . 43 + I - O. 01

AC

3.76

0.04

1.52

0.01

A*

3.93

0.05

1.54

0.01

ß

4.09

0.05

1.63

0.01

B

4.24

0.09

1. 70

0.08
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TABLE 2.2 Interval velocities and thickness solutions obtained from

modelling and inversion.

Modell ing Inversion
- ---- --- -- - ----- - - - - - - -- -- - --- - - --- -- - - - ---- - -- - - --- - - -- - - --- - ----

Interval

Interval

Interval

Interval

Velocity

Thickness

Velocity

Thickness

(km)

(km/s)

(km)

(km/ s)

- - - --- - -- - -- --- - -- -- - - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - -- ---- - --- - --- - -- -- - --- -OBH 4

1.5

1.5

5.145

AC 1.70 +/- 0.095 0.269+/- 0.018

1. 72 +/- 0.03

0.27 +/- 0.01

A* 2.00

0.01

0.197

0.003

1.99

0.01

o . 198

0.001

ß

2.49

0.11

0.247

0.010

2.52

0.11

0.245

0.010

B

3.12

0.32

O. 126

0.051

3.29

0.69 0.129

0.050

W

5. 145
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Figure 1. Western North Atlantic Ocean (after Schouten and
Klitgord, 1978) showing area of study (black box) south-west of
Bermuda. Mesozoic magnetic anomalies M-O, M-16 and M-25 shown in

heavy black lines. Crust studied is south of a fracture zone and

was formd during a period of constant vel oci ty spreadi ng.
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Figure 2. Magnetic anomalies in area of study, detail of Navy
aeromagneti c contour chart. Fracture zone can be seen cross cutti ng

the north-east corner of the chart. The parall el, 1 i near pattern of
the magnetic anomalies indicates that sea-floor spreading did not

change direction and that there are no ridge jumps in the area. Box

i ndi cates area of Fi gure 5.
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Figure 3. Deep towed hydrophone record (Purdy and Gove, 1982) in

area of study shot while steaming parallel to a flow-line. A
flow-line is here used to mean a line parallel to the local

spreading direction when the crust was formed. The data have been
filtered 80-155 Hz, stacked five-fold and deconvolved. The arrival
skirting the very top of the figure is the direct water wave
received by the deep towed hydrophone; the signal

IS variability in

arrival time is due to the hydrophone's variable height above the

sea floor.
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Figure 4. Contour chart of sediment thickness as picked from 40
in3, 300 in3, and 1000 in3 airgun normal incidence seismic

refl ecti on records. Sti ppl ed area denotes sediments 1 ess than 0.50
sec thick. Contour interval is 0.1 sec. The fracture zone can be

cl early seen in the peaks and troughs in the northeast corner of the
chart. The two ridges parallel to magnetic lineations can be seen
in the shading. The experiment was carried out east of the
easternmost ridge. Arrow indicates direction of magnetic lineations.
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Figure 5. Ocean-bottom hydrophone (OBH) positions and 40 in3
airgun track 1 ines. Heavy 1 ines indicate track 1 ines analyzed by

hyperbol ic stacking. Only lines which came within one kilometer of
the instrument at thei r closest approach were analyzed in order to

minimize spatial al iasing. Arrival s out to 5 km were used since

beyond this range arrivals from the different reflectors are not
clearly separated in time.
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Figure 6. Line 4E' ocean-bottom hydrophone (OBH) record section
recorded by OBH 4 while shooting east, along a flow-line towards

younger crust. Heavy lines indicate the compressional basement
reflection and between 3.4 and 5.7 km the shear basement reflection;
conversi on occurs at the top of 1 ayer ß.
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Figure 7. Semblance x stack analysis of Line 4E; semblance and
stack have been calculated along hyperbolic paths in T-X space
between stacking velocities of 1.4 and 2.1 km/s and two-way normal

incidence travel times of 3.3 and 4.8 s. A)pure stack, B)semblance

filtered 0-10 Hz and a threshold level of 0.07, C) stack multiplied
by the sembl ance funct; on, D) power of stack x sembl ance funct; on

averaged over 0.1 sec window and contoured 0-54 db at 6 db interval.
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Figure 8. Time-distance curves for reflections and diving
reflections from basement with a velocity gradient. The overlying
layer has a velocity of 3.2 km/s. A)basement velocity at top of
interface (Vo) is 5.2 kmls and velocity gradient (G) is 2.0 IS B) Vo
is 4.2 km/s and G=2.0 Is
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Fi gure 9. Power of semblance x stack functi on, sum of the resul ts

from ten 1 ines received by OBH 4. Star in the lower ri ght corner

indicates azimuthal coverage of lines. Spread of energy in the
stacking velocity direction of the direct water wave is spatial

al iasing caused by not having data at 0.0 km horizontal range. AC

and A* are tightly grouped; ß is slightly spread in stacking
velocity and basement is quite spread in stacking velocity and

two-way travel time. This is caused by topographic variability
within one line and from line to line and by energy refracted within

a vel oci ty gradi ent at the top of the crust. Energy at 1.5 km/s and
4.3 s is caused by a scarp west of the instrument and energy at 1.5
km/s and 4.4 s is a shear reflection from the basement.
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Fi gure 10. Plots of semblance x stack plots of 1 i nes 4N, 4E, 4S and

4W. Contoured from 0-54 db at 6 db intervals. Note spread in
basement events on lines 4N and 4S, the post-basement event on line

4N and the two events at 4.2 s on 1 ine 4E.
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Figure 11. Plot of stacking velocity (~) and two-way travel time
(To) picks from semblance x stack plots of each line analyzed from

OBH 4. A) Two-way travel time vs azimuth, B) Stacking velocity vs
azimuth. Line drawn indicates the range of values that the energy

was over 18 db; symbol denotes the actual picked value. AC occurs

cons is tentl y at 0.3 s a fter the di rect wa ter wave and at 1.52 kml s;
A* occurs at 0.52 sand 1.55 km/s. B is not observed on all lines;
it occurs at 0.7 s and velocities between 1.6 and 1.65 km/s.

Basement occurs at 0.7 to 0.9 s after the direct water wave and at

velocities of 1.65 to 1.72 km/s. Arrivals after basement occur on
lines between 000 and 1800 azimuth at 0.9 to 1.0s and have

velocities of 1.79 to 1.95 km/s. Arrivals off the increasing

vel oci ty two-way travel time curve are observed on 1 ines between 240
and 3300 azimuth and are caused by the scarp west of the instrument.
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Figure 12. 40 in3 airgun data Line 4N, received by OBH 4 shot
while steaming north. Note large increase in amplitude of the
basement reflection at critical point, -3.5 km horizontal range.
Heavy line indicates compressional basement reflection.
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Figure 13. 40 in3 airgun data Line 4W. Data have been filtered
0-10 Hz. Note break in basement reflector at 2 km horizontal range
with basement reappearing earlier at 2.5 km horizontal range. Heavy
lines indicate compressional basement reflections. No shear
reflections were observed at ranges greater than 3.0 km because
basement has risen above the level of ß exists.
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Figure 14. Detail of 40 in3 airgun data Line 4SSE showing
arrivals from low stacking velocity event from 3.5 km, 5.0 s to 3.9
km, 5.1 s. Also note post-critical decrease in basement reflection
amplitude greater than 3.3 km. This is expected when energy is
converted to transmi tted shear at the sediment-basement interface.
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Fi gure 15. Power of sembl ance x stack function, sum of the resul ts

from ten 1 ines recei ved by OBH 3 contoured from 0 to 54 db at a 6

db interval. Heavy 1 ines drawn at 54, 24 and 0 db. Continuous
spread of energy from 4.0 to 4.4 s is caused by variabil ity in

two-way travel time of the refl ectors on the di fferent 1 i nes. As on
OBH 4, energy at 1.5 km/s and 4.2 s is caused by topographic

varibility within one line and energy at 1.5 km/s and 4.4 s is
caused by shear reflections from basement with compressional to
shear conversi on occurri ng at the top of ß. Star in the lower ri ght

corner indi cates azimuthal coverage of 1 i nes.
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Fi gure 16. Plot of stack i ng vel oci ty (!) and two-way travel time
picks

from sembl ance x stack plots of each 1 i ne analyzed from OBH 3

A) Two-way normal inci dence travel time vs Azimuth, B )Stacking

vel oci ty vs. Azimuth. Compare to Fi g. 10 and note greater
variability in both two-way travel times and stacking velocities for
all refl ectors.
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Figure 17. 40 in3 airgun data Line 3N, OBH 3 shot while steaming

perpendi cul ar to a fl ow- 1 i ne. Note incoherence of basement
reflection; this is caused by topographic variability along the line.
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Figure 18. Percent errors from using hyperbolic approximation. T-X
data were cal cul ated by ray traci ng through the vel oci ty-depth

functi on in Tabl e 2A and compared to val ues cal cul ated from the
equation of the best fitting hyperbola. A) Errors from calulating
Time from the hyperbol ic equati on B) Errors from cal ul ating the ray

parameter by di fferenti ati ng the hyperbol a. Numbers 1-4 refer to
refl ectors cal cuated from the four ref' ectors: AC, A*, ß and
basement, respectively.
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Figure 19. Velocity-depth solutions from average stacking velocity
and two-way travel time picks from OBH 4 by Dix approximation.

Errors were calculated from the standard deviations of the stacking

velocities; the errors for layer ß were too large to fit in the
figure. Interval velocity from DSDP Site 387 (Tucholke et al.,
1979) is also shown.
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Figure 20. Velocity-depth solutions from iterative modelling of
travel time picks from Lines 4E and 4W. Fine lines have been drawn

one standard deviation from the solution. On 4W the deepest
reflector disappears at 2.0 km and a strong reflector appears 0.1

sec earlier (Fig.13). No one solution could accomodate both sets of
travel times in a laterally homogeneous layer model; hence two
solutions are shown for this line.
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Figure 21. Iterative modelling solution (heavy line) of T-X values
generated by average y- T 0 val ues from OBH 4. Iterati ons on an

i ni ti al vel oci ty-depth function were performed until the T -x val ues
cal cul ated for the model fit the input data in a least sqares
sense. Errors (- - -) are calculated from standard deviations of

Y-To values. Interval velocity (-- --) from DSDP Site 387
(Tucholke et al., 1979) is also shown.
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Figure 22. Ray parameter inversion (heavy line) for T-X and ray

parameter val ues generated by average !- T 0 val ues from OBH 4. Ray
paremeters on each reflector were matched to 0.001 s/km and each
matching pai r used to cal cul ate the interval vel oci ty and

thickness. Forty or fi fty such computati ons were made for each

layer for values between O. and 5. km range and then averaged.

Errors (- - -) are calculated from standard deviations of V-To

values. Interval velocity (-- --) from DSDP Site 387 (Tucholke et
al., 1979) is also shown.
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Figure 23. Model used to generate time-distance data (---) which
were then interpreted wi th the ray parameter method (-' -). The

ray parameter method is close to the initial velocity-depth model.
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3.1 ABSTRACT

A tau-p analysis (Stoffa, et al., 1980) was performed on

wide-angle reflection data from upper oceanic crust in order to
measure the initial velocity and velocity gradient

in the upper

basaltic layer (Layer 2). In spite of an exceedingly careful
mapping procedure, the large uncertainties in tau caused by a low

si gnal-to-noi se ratio and the topography of the basement refl ector
combined with the properties of the tau-sum inversion to resul t in a

poorly constrained velocity-depth curve. Stacking the same data
along hyperbolae gives a more detailed picture of the sedimentary

ve loci ty structure.

3.2 INTRODUCTION

The sl ant stacking techni que was developed to analyse refracted
and reflected seismic arrivals in the same data set (Stoffa et al.,

1980). This method avoids deviations from the hyperbol ic
approximati on for wi de-angl e refl ecti ons at 1 arge di stances.

Refracti ons from the boundary between two i sovel oci ty 1 ayers shoul d

map to a singl e point in tau-p space, and precri ti cal and
postcritical reflections within the data set map to

quarter-ellipses. The tau-sum inversion (Diebold and Stoffa, 1980)
allows the critical and postcritical energy in the tau-p map to he
interpreted for a detailed velocity-depth function.

While refractions from oceanic layer 2 (here referred to as

basement) indicate the presence of gradients as large as 3/s in the
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top of this layer (Helmberger and Morris, 1969, 1970; Kennett, 1977;
Whitmarsh, 1978; Stephen et al., 1980; Spudich and Orcutt, 1980;

Ewing and Purdy, 1982), few reliable measurements exist. The direct
water wave and sedimentary reflectors generally interfere with the

arrivals from the top few hundred meters and therefore are difficu1t

to interpret. Wide-angle reflections from the top of layer 2,

however, are frequently observed and thei r ampl i tudes are very
sensitive to the velocity structure of the interface. The tau-p map
should have high amplitudes near each reflectorls critical ray
parameter value and thus be a direct indication of the initial

velocity in the top of the reflecting medium. Also, since the tau-p
values of diving wave energy can be inverted for the velocity
gradient, this method was thought to be useful in addressing the
problem of the upper oceanic basement structure.

The data discussed here (Fig. 1) were collected on the southern
Bermuda Rise in water -5 km deep and sediments -1 km thick (Rohr,

1982). A 40 in3 airgun was fired at a shot spacing of 30-40 m,

and the refl ecti ons were recorded wi th an ocean-bottom hydrophone
(Koelsch and Purdy, 1979). Six 5 km long lines shot along different

azimuths relative to the instrument are discussed. Wide-angle
reflections from shots at ranges of less than five km are analysed
because at these ranges the di rect water wave, sedimentary and

basement reflections are distinct from each other, beyond this they
interfere with each other.
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3.3 ANALYSIS

The tau-p mapping performed here follows the general approach of

Stoffa et ale (1980) with a few modifications. The stack and

sembl ance functi ons are cal cul ated separately between ray parameter
values of 0.01 and 0.47 s/km and tau values of 3.0 and 5.5 s, and

then mul ti pl i ed together. To preserve the ampl itudes of the stack,
the semblance is filtered 0-10 Hz and a threshold level of 0.25 is
set. Above this level the sembl ance val ues are set to one and below

it the sembl ance val ues are set to zero. The modi fi cati ons
implemented here consist first, in determining computationally the
1 ength of the subarray to be used, rather than by tri al and error,

and second, in recombining the subarray information on the basis of
the power of the semblance, rather than by summing a11 subarrays.

Strai ght 1 ines are good approximations to curves only over short
distances, so slant stacking and semblance computations are

generally performd on subsets of the enti re data set. Since the
coefficients of the hyperbolae best fitting the reflectors in the
data set are known from hyperbol ic stacking (Rohr, 1982), the

lengths of the 'best fittingl subarrays can be determined

computati onally. Travel times for each refl ector were cal cul ated
every 30 m, similar to the shot spacing in the data, and a straight

line was fit to a subset of the travel times. The differences in

time between the strai ght 1 ine and the computed travel times were
recorded at di fferent ranges and for di fferent subarray 1 engths. If

more than 900/0 of the data points were within .0.01 s of the
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straight line, the fit was considered good. For hyperbolae of
stacking velocities from 1.5 to 1.8 km/s a subarray 1.0 km long met

this criterion. The curvature did not change sUfficiently between
O. and 5. km to require a change in subarray length as range

increases. For a complete representation of the entire seismic line
in tau-p space, the subarray was moved 0.25 km for each computation,
resulting in fifteen to sixteen subarrays to cover 5 km of data.

In order to eval uate the ampl i tudes in the fi nal tau-p map for
the presence of cri ti ca 11 y refl ected energy, one must have
confi dence that the high ampl i tudes observed in the tau-p map are
the result of high amplitude events in the T-X data and are not the

sum of numerous moderate to small amplitude events. Since the
resul ts of each subarray computati on overl ap sl i ghtly in tau-p

space, the recombination of this information must be done

carefully. One must ensure that each event in tau-p space comes
from one and only one subarray. An leventl in tau-p space is here
defined as a set of points for which the sembl ance x stack function

has energy i.e., where the filtered semblance function exceeds the

threshold level. The event begins where the threshold level is
first exceeded in tau-p space and continues with increasing tau
until the sembl ance drops below the threshol d for a constant

p-value. A set of reflections in T-X space from one reflector maps
into a set of events in tau-p space. For each event, (where the
semblance exceeds the threshold level) in each subarray, the power
of the semblance is compu ted. The suba rrays' power for each event is

compared and the
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subarray with the highest power for each event is found. The
subarrays with the hi ghest power are compil ed into the final tau-p

map.
For inversion specific tau-p values are picked from the
sembl ance x stack function of each subarray. This resul ts in many
more val ues to define the curve than if only the compil ed tau-p map

were used. Diebold et al. (1981) chose to pick the maximum of the
events as the locus of the tau-p point. An onset of an arrival,
however, does not necessarily correspond to its maximum amplitude.
For this reason we chose the 'onset i of events (where the sembl ance

first exceeds the threshold value) as the locus of the tau-p point.

The exact val ue of the sembl ance chosen is somewhat arbitrary;
changing the val ue of the threshol d by a few percent woul d change

the tau-p pick by a few hundredths of a second. Since the difference
between the tau val ues of successive points is inverted, this makes

little difference to the final solution.

3.4 RESULTS

The results of the tau-p mapping of two lines are shown in Fig. 2.
Correlation of the normal incidence tau values (p=O.O) to the normal
incidence reflection profiles allows the events to be identified as
the direct water wave, sedimentary reflectors AC, A* (Tucholke,

1979), basement and shear basement refl ecti ons (Rohr, 1982). On
line 4 North the basement follows the quarter-ellipse pattern

closely and the apparent critical p-value can be identified as 0.23
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+0.02s/km, corresponding to 4.35 ~ 0.35 km/s. Interference between

the refl ected and refracted energy moves the cri ti cal point to
greater horizontal ranges and therefore greater p val ues making this

velocity estimate, in fact, a lower limit. The postcritical
reflections are also of high amplitude, as expected when there is
1 ittle energy converted to shear at the interface. Line 4 East,
however, shows a more i rregul ar pattern in the basement refl ecti ons.

A compilation of the tau-p points from all subarrays of six
lines (Fig. 3) shows events from the direct water wave and four

refl ectors in an overl apping quarter-ell ipse pattern. Refl ectors
AC and ß (Tucholke, 1979) are poorly resolved, whereas A* and
basement are observed on all lines over a wide range of p values.
The scatter in tau (- 0.03s on the basement) is caused. by the

topography of these refl ectors. The shear events are rather
variable in their occurrence in tau-p space from line to line, but
are evident as one reflector in the compilation.

3.5 INVERSION

Only the basement events were interpreted since this is the
reflector of interest and it is the only one with a sufficient
number of postcritical events to use the tau-sum inversion method

(Diebold and Stoffa, 1980). Tau-p values were picked for the
basement refl ector in each subarray and were inverted for the

velocity structure below A*, the deepest sedimentary reflector

visible on the tau-p map. A polynomial was fit to the values and
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the smooth function was eval uated every 0.01 s/km.

Interpretations of lines 4 South, 4 East and a compilation of

basement tau-p values (Fig. 4) show roughly the same thickness of
sediments (-600 m), and only line 4 East shows a velocity gradient

in basement. It is - 1.0/s and has an uppermost velocity of 6.2
km/s. Refraction data shot to the same instrument (Purdy, 1982)
indicate upper crustal velocities of -5.2 km/s; variations in the

tau-p val ues from deepening topography have probably caused the
apparent high velocity. Lines 4 East and the compilation show first

order di sconti nui ti es at - 300m below A*, whereas 1 i ne 4 South shows
a smooth vel oci ty gradient throughout the sediments. These
di fferences are due to the detail s of smoothing and wei ghti ng the
da ta .

These data have been previously interpreted by computi ng stack

and semblance along hyperbolae in T-X space (Rohr, 1982). The
velocity-depth function (Fig. 4) obtained was used to calculate

theoretical tau-p values (Fig. 2). These fit the observed tau-p
values quite well and show that the hyperbolic approximation is good

for these data. Furthermre, reflectors AC and ß are better
defined by this method. By comparison, the sediments

i velocities

interpreted from the tau-p map are too fast and the layers,

therefore, are too thick. One could iterate between tau-p and
velocity-depth profiles (Diebold et al., 1981) until a 'good' fit
was obtained, but the large scatter in tau did not seem to justify
such a painstaking procedure.
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The ambiguities in interpreting the tau-p picks arise not only
from the scatter in the data and but al so from the character of the

inverse equation. This is true whether interpreting just one line
or a compilation of six lines. One inverts the difference between
successive tau values which is typically on the order of 0.02 s.

When the error for each tau value is equal to or larger than this
di fference, the error in the 1 ayer becomes larger than the 1 ayer

itsel f:
Z + õZ = (T2 ~ õT - T1 ~ õT)/p = (T2 - T1 ~ 2õT)/p (3.1)

e.g. =(0.02 ~ 0.04) / 0.3 = 0.07 ~ 0.14 (3.1a)
Also, a very small change in tau, such as 0.01, results in a large
change in the thickness since l/p is always greater than 1.

3.6 SUMMARY

The data discussed here are not well constrained in tau, because
of low si gnal-to-noi se ratio and natural vari abil ity in topography

of the reflectors. The properties of the inversion combined with
the large errrors in tau result in a poorly constrained

velocity-depth profile. Analysis of the same data along hyperbolae
allows an interpretation of the sediments i vel oci ty structure whi ch

is consistent with, but more detailed than the tau-p map. Thus, for
low signal to noise ratio data consisting predominantly of
precritical arrival s stacking along hyperbol ae is more sensitive to

the reflectors and is more easily interpreted for a velocity-depth
functi on.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Line 4 East: record section recorded by ocean-bottom
hydrophone (OBH) 4 while shooting east. Heavy lines indicate the
compressional basement reflection and between 3.4 and 5.7 km the

shear basement refl ecti on; convers i on occurs at the top of 1 ayer ß
(Rohr, 1982).
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Figure 2. Tau-p maps of lines 4 East and 4 North. The power of the
sembl ance and stack functi on has been averaged over one si gnal

length (0.10 s) and contoured 0 to 60 db every 6 db. A)Line 4
North: the water wave is the lowest quarter ellipse pattern, A* is
the next and basement is the deepest. The basement critical p val ue
is 0.23 ~ 0.02s/km and high amplitude postcritical events are also

observed at increasing p values. B) Line 4 East has a complicated
basement pattern.
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Figure 3. Compilation of tau-p picks from each subarray on six lines

received by OBH 4. The picks were chosen as the onset of each event
in semblance, i.e. where semblance exceeds the threshold level. The
fine lines are theoretical tau-p values calculated from a hyperbolic

analysis of the same data (Rohr, 1982.). The water wave (W),
reflector A*, and basement (B) were observed on all lines

Reflector AC and ß are poorly resolved. The shear reflections (S)
are from basement; conversion from compressional to shear energy

occurs at ß. Given only the' tau-p map their origin would not be

interpretable. A different symbol is used for each line analysed.
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Fi gure 4. Vel oci ty-depth interpretati ons of basement tau-p val ues by
the tau-sum method. Only basement was interpreted giving the
velocity structure below reflector A*. Polynomials were fit to the

tau-p val ues and eval uated every 0.01 s/km. Errors were computed
from the standard deviation of the polynomial fit. A) line 4 South,
B) line 4 East, C) line 4 North, D) from a compilation of the
basement tau-p values from six lines, E) velocity- depth

interpretation from hyperbolic analysis (Rohr, 1982.). The

di fferences between the tau-sum inversions are caused by di fferences
in the topography of each reflector and the details of smoothing the

data. They are faster and thicker than the inversion from the

hyperbolic analysis.
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4. 1 ABSTRACT

A study of the ampl i tudes of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from the
sediment-basement interface shows that the uppermost portion of

Layer 2 is homogeneous on the 0.15-1.00 km scale, but not on the

3.0-8.0 km scale. The ampl itude vs range patterns of the basement
refl ect; ons recorded on 30 sei smi c 1 i nes were exami ned; most

patterns are affected by the rough topography of the

sediment-basement interface. Three 1 ines have smooth travel-time

curves and appear to be unaffected by topography. The ampl ;tude

patterns of these 1 i nes are di fferent from each other; they can be
modell ed by syntheti c sei smograms computed from vel oci ty structures

which have different thicknesses of a transition zone ~etween the
limestone sediments and the basal tic crust.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION

The ampl i tudes of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons have been infrequently
used in the study of the seismic structure of upper oceanic crust,

yet they contain much informtion about the physical state of the

upper crust. The ampl i tudes of the wi de-angl e refl ecti ons are
sensitive to the compressional (P) and shear (S) wave velocity
contrast at the .sediment-basement interface (Spudich and Helmberger,

1979, White and Stephen, 1979). If these val ues are known in the

upper medium (the sediments) one can then interpret the P and S wave

velocities in the lower medium, the basaltic layer 2. White (1979)
has di scussed the factors affecting the ampl i tudes of wi de-angl e

reflections in oceanic crustal studies and has interpreted the
amp 1 i tudes of two sets of basement refl ecti ons.

Studi es of sei smi c refracti ons gi ve a general pi cture of the
structure of the upper portion of the crust, but they are only

rarely capable of directly measuring it. Analyses of the amplitudes
of sei smi c refracti ons have shown that the vel oci ty structure of the

crust consists of velocity gradients of different values, not
isovelocity layers (Helmberger and Morris, 1969, 1970, Kennett,

1977, Whitmarsh, 1978, Stephen et al., 1980, Spudich and Orcutt,

1980, Ewing and Purdy, 1982) and the structure in the uppermost 0.5

to 1.0 km of the crust has been inferred from refractions deeper in

the crust (Ewi ng and Purdy, 1982). Refracti ons from the fi rst few
hundred meters of Layer 2 are rarely observed by instruments placed
above this layer (Stephen, 1982), because of interference effects
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from the basement reflection as well as earlier arrivals. Borehole
seismometers placed within or below the top of Layer 2 do not suffer
the same interference effects, but have been infrequently deployed.

Th i s paper di scusses the ampl i tudes of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons as
observed on 30 airgun lines received by six ocean-bottom hydrophones
(OBH's) (Koelsch and Purdy, 1979) located within 15 km of each

other. We attempt to interpret the changes of ampl itude of the
basement refl ecti on wi th range according to the structure of the

oceanic crust. This is possible on three lines only; the
interpretation is frustrated by variations in topography of the
sediment-basement interface on many of the lines studied.

4.3 EXPER IMENT

Wide-angle reflections from upper oceanic crust in the western
North Atlantic were recorded during cruise 92 of the R/V KNORR (Fig.

1). The oceanic basement is -140 my old and was formed by sea-floor

spreading at a rate of -lcm/yr. The water is 5.1 km deep and the
sediments are typically 0.7 s thick (Rohr, 1982) (Fig. 2). Eight
ocean-bottom hydrophones were deployed in a cross-shaped pattern

-10 km long and 15 km wide (Fig. 3). A 0.66L (40 in3) airgun
which produced a dominantly 20 Hz signal 0.2 s long was fired along
lines of varying azimuths to the instruments (Fig. 2); shot

separation is approximately 30-40 m. For simplicity in discussion,
parallel to the magnetic lineations will be called north-south and
perpendicul ar east-west. A standard processing method was used to
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digitise the data (Purdy, et al 1982) at 0.01 s intervals and to

compute the horizontal ranges (Rohr, 1982). The data (Fig. 4) show
arrivals from the direct water-wave, and reflections from the three

sedimentary reflectors (AC, A*, ß) (Tucholke, et al., 1979) and
acoustic basement. Of particular relevance to this study is the

existence of ß above the basement; this reflector is usually
associated with the top of Neocomian limestones (Tucholke, et al.,

1979) .

4.4 PREDICTED AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS
The changes in ampl itude which occur for critical and

postcritical reflections from the sediment-basement interface are
the most useful in the interpretation of the velocity structure at

the sediment-basement interface. Whil e sl i ght changes in the
precritical reflection ampl itudes can be interpreted for the

vel oci ty structure (Ostrander, 1982), the data described here are
too noisy to allow the interpretation of minute variations in

amplitude. The change in amplitude of the reflections from
precritical to postcritical angles of incidence, however, is

predicted to be large (Fig. .5). The reflection coefficient vs ray
phase velocity diagram shown here was calculated from the Zoeppritz
equati ons for semi -con

sol i dated 1 imestones of P wave vel oci ty of 3.1

km/s (Table 1) (Rohr, 1982) and a Poisson's ratio 0.4 overlying

basement wi th P wave vel oci ti es from 3.5-5.0 km/ s and Poi sson i s
ratio of 0.3. The precritical reflection coefficients vary from
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0.1-0.3 whereas the critical reflection coefficients vary from

0.8-1.0 and postcritical from 0.4-0.8. The magnitude of the
increase in reflection coefficients at the critical point depends on

the P and S wave velocity contrast at the interface. The location
of the P-wave critical point (usually referred to as 'the' critical

point) depends only on the P wave structure at the interface. The
magnitude of the P-wave postcritical reflections depends both on the
P and S wave structure, since shear wave transmission typically
increases between the P and S wave critical points.

In actual i ty, waves not rays, are being refl ected from the
sediment-basement interface, and interference with the energy
refracted from the basement diminishes the amplitude of the critical

reflections at the ray theoretical critical point (Cerveny, 1967;

Whi te, 1980); th i s effect is frequency dependent. The fi rst 1 arge
amplitude reflections observed are in fact postcritical

reflections. Since this effect will almost always be present in
field observations, we will simply call the increase in amplitude

the critical point. The difference in range between the critical
point and the first observed increase in amplitude can be as much as

1 km for an ocean bottom instrument, a 20 Hz source, the sediment
structure described in Table 1, and basement with a velocity of 5.2
km/ s.

4.5 OBSERVED AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS

To reliably interpret the variations in amplitude of the
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basement refl ecti ons in terms of the vel oci ty structure one must be
sure that other sources of amplitude variation are not present.

Ideally one would interpret wide-angle reflections from a flat

interface between laterally homogeneous media. To date, this is the
only structure which can be model

1 ed rapi dly and easily. Lateral

variations in the velocity structure across the interface will

affect the reflection amplitudes as will any deviations of the shape
of the interface from a pl anar surface.

The oceanic basement is a notably rough interface; it is

commonly identified by numerous diffraction hyperbolae. On nearly
half the lines collected the basement reflections are so disrupted.
as to preclude modelling the amplitude variations. West of OBH 4. a

fault scarp (Rohr, 1982) (Fig. 6) is evident in the basement
reflections and on a line shot northeast of OBH 3 (Fig. 7) little
coherent energy is returned from the sediment-basement interface.

In the remainder of the data the travel-times of the basement

reflections vary by 0.1 s or less. The variations in amplitude
observed within seven lines received by OBH 4 are quantified and

di scussed below.

4.6 ENERGY VS RANGE

To quanti fy the changes observed in ampl i tudes of the basement

refl ecti ons, the energy of each refl ecti on was cal cul ated for each
sh ot. The amp 1 i tudes reco rded wi th i n a 0.1 s ti me wi ndow were
squared and summed. The position of the time window was calculated
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from the equati on of the hyperbol a best fi tti ng the basement

reflections. Since the data have been stacked along hyperbolae in
an analysis of the sediment velocities (Rohr, 1982), the
coefficients of the hyperbolae are easily obtained.

The compil ati on of profi 1 es of the basement refl ecti on's energy
as a functi on of hori zontal range is shown for seven 1 i nes of shots

received by OBH 4 in (Fig. 8). The western halves of the seismic
lines are all disrupted by a fault (viz. Fig. 6) (Rohr, 1982) and,

therefore, are not included in this analysis. The actual values of
energy have had a ten-point (-0.35 km) running average appl ied to

them in order to el imi nate the very short scal e variations in
amplitude caused by changes in airgun firing pressure, airgun depth,
sea state, etc.

The compilation (Fig. 8) of the seven lines analysed from OBH 4
shows a scatter of val ues at all ranges with a marked increase in

both the average val ue and the scatter at 3.0 km. The 1 arge

amp 1 i tude refl ecti ons observed at ranges grea ter than 3 km are

postcriti cal refl ecti ons. Traci ng rays from a surface shot to an
instrument on the sea-floor shows that cri ti cal point for basement

with a velocity of 5.0 km/s is at 2.5 km range. The sediment
structure (Tabl e 1) used in the ray tracing was computed from the

same data set discussed here (Rohr, 1982). Similarly, critical
point for basement of 3.5 km/s is at 4.0 km.

Examining the lines individually (Fig. 9) shows that only the
lines shot perpendicular to the spreading direction (north-south)
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have distinct critical points. Lines 4N, 4NNE and 4S show a marked
increase in energy at -3.5 km; the amplitude increase on line 4N is
substantially larger than on 4S and 4NNE.

The four remaining lines show variations in the energy of the
basement reflections not predicted by the Zoeppritz equations.

Variations of the precritical reflections (at less than 2.5 km

range) occur over distances of less than one kilometer. This could
be caused either by lateral heterogeneities in the velocity
structure or topographic effects of the interface. Ray traci ng
shows that rays which start at the sea surface at 1 and 2 km range

from the OBH actually reflect from the basement 0.15 and 0.35 km

from the instrument. Close exami nati on of the records shows that
the changes in ampl i tude of the basement refl ecti ons are associ ated
wi th interference effects, changes i n travel time of -0.1 s, or

both. These observations combined with the short distances involved
(200 m) favor the interpretation that the amplitude variation is

caused by topographic variati ons. If vel oci ty heterogenei ty is the
cause of such vari ati ons, it must be approximately on the scal e of
the wavel ength of the sei smi c energy; such effects are extremely
difficult to model.

Ray tracing reflections from an inward-facing fault scarp shows
that focussing and defocussing of the basement reflection can occur

(Fig.10). Rays were shot from the receiver position on the
sea-floor to the sea surface; their ray parameter (p) values varied

from 0.1-0.3s/km and were incremented every 0.005s/km. The basement
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bathymetry profile was taken from a normal incidence seismic

reflection profile recorded by a deep-towed hydrophone east of OBH 4

(Purdy and Gove, 1982). The depth to basement was di gi ti zed in
time, converted to depth using the sedimentary velocity profile in

Table 1 and fit with a cubic spline. The ray, once past the deepest
sedimentary reflector, ß, is stepped down at increasingly fine
distances until the point of intersection with the basement was

found within O.OOOlkm. The angle of reflection was then computed
from the incidence angle and the local gradient of the spline and

the ray was traced back up through the sediments. Wave fronts, of
course, behave in a more compl ex manner than rays, but here we use

the simplistic correlation of ray density and amplitude. Fig. lOA
shows the defocussing of rays at ranges greater than 3.0 km from the

instrument and lOB shows the focussi ng of rays refl ecti ng from the
scarp face. The only parameter which is different in the two cases
is the receiverls position with respect to the fault scarp.
Examining the data set closely shows that only three 1 ines have

basement reflections with little deviation in their travel-times

from a smooth hyperbola. These are lines 4 North (Fig. 4), 3

Southeast (Fig. 11) and 2 West (Fig. 12). Inferring then that there

is 1 i ttle topographic di sturbance on these 1 i nes, thei r ampl itude
variati ons wi th range are interpreted in terms of the vel oci ty
structure at the sediment-basement interface.
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4.7 SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM MODELLING
Syntheti c sei smograms computed from a vel oci ty structure

consisting of a transition zone of varying thicknesses between the

sediments and basement produces record secti ons very simi 1 ar to the
three sei smi c 1 i nes wh i ch are free of topograph i c di s rupti on. The
Fuchs-Muller reflectivity algorithm (Fuchs and Muller, 1971) was

used; the source was a O.ls long and contained two cycles of a 20 Hz

sine wave. This source was chosen because the basement reflections
were generally 0.1 s long, and a fast-Fourier transform of data
recorded on si xli nes by OBH 4 showed that the sei smi c energy was

predomi nantly 20 Hz. Since the measurement of vel oci ty gradi ents is
frequency dependent, the consi stent character of the ai rgun source

is an important factor in the interpretation of the di fferent
lines. In all velocity-depth profiles the sediment structure (Table
1) remained the same as did the higher velocity basement. The
latter had an initial velocity of 5.2 km/s, a gradient of 2/s and a

Poisson1s ratio of 0.3. The sediments immediately overlying the
basement are semi-consolidated limestones and have a Poisson's ratio
of 0.4 (Rohr, 1982). I n each case the energy of the basement
reflection was calculated as above within a O.ls time window and
plotted vs range (Fig. 14).

Line 4N (Fig. 4 and 13) is best modelled (Fig. 14) by a

transition zone 150 m thick. This thickness is approximately equal

to one wavelength of the incident compressional seismic energy. The

1 argest energy of the basement refl ecti ons occurs at 3.5 km and the
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energy then decays rapidly to a smaller amplitude.

Line 3SE (Fig. 11 and 15) is best modelled by a velocity profile

wi th a transiti on zone 300m thick, equal to two wavel engths of the
incident compressional energy. The postcritical increase in
amplitude occurs at 4.0m km after a predicted zone of interference

between the basement refl ecti on and refracti on.
Line 2W (Fig. 12 and 16) is best modelled by a velocity profile
with no transition zone i.e. much less than a wavelength in
thickness. There is a general increase in the ampl itudes of the

wide-angle reflections at 3.0 km; the amplitudes do not change

si gni fi cantl y wi th range.

The ampl i tudes of the syntheti c sei smograms computed from a
transition zone 150m thick was not sensitive to varying the

Poissonls ratio of the transition zone and basement. In each case
modelled, the compressional wave structure remained constant, only

the shear wave structure was modi fi ed so that the Poi sson i s rati os
were 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35. White (1979) modelled the changes in

refl ecti on coeffi ci ent at a sediment-basement interface for
sediments with a Poi sson i s ratio of 0.5 overlying basement of

different Poisson's ratio and found considerable variation in the
ampl itudes od the postcritical reflections. Here, however, the
sediments immediately overlying the basement have a Poisson's ratio
of 0.4 and the change in contrast is not measurable in the
ampl i tudes of the postcriti cal wi de-angl e refl ecti ons.
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4.8 DISCUSSION

The di fferences in the ampl i tude patterns of the basement
reflections recorded on three seismic lines studied here indicate

that the vel oci ty structure of the uppermost Layer 2 is
significantly different from line to line. Each line was received
by a di fferent instrument; these three instruments were located

within 3 and 8 km of each other. Modell ing the basement
i amplitudes by synthetic seismograms, albeit a
reflections

non-unique method, does give an indication of the kind of structural

variations capable of causing the amplitude variations observed.

While many sets of velocity models could produce similar amplitude
patterns, the family of models using a transition zone of
thicknesses varying from 0-300m is simple.

The transi ti on zone between the sediments and the basal ti c crust
is by definition, characterized by seismic velocities intermediate
between the sediments and basal t; it most 1 ikely consists of a

mixture of fractured altered basaltic material, sediments and

alteration minerals. Fracturing is considered to be the main factor
which lowers the velocity of the basaltic basement measured in the
field to as low as 3.5 km/s relative to the hand specimens of basalt
which have velocities of 6.0 km/s (Houtz and Ewing, 1976; Hyndman

and Drury, 1976; Kirkpatrick, 1979). Fractures can occur either in
a relatively regular pattern perpendicular to the spreading

direction in basalt flows, or randomly as in a breccia. On old,
sediment-covered oceanic crust fractures are 1 ikely to be fill ed
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with both sediments and low temperature alteration products (Elthon,

1982). The actual assemblage of the minerals and their specific
composition depends on both the temperature history of the rock and

how much water has flowed through it. Alteration can lower the

v~l oci ty of basal t from 6.0 km/s to 5.0 km/s (Chri stenson and
Salisbury, 1973). Basalts of a similar age and which had been
altered to different degrees were drilled at the nearby DSDP Sites

417A, 417D and 418A (Donnelly et al ., 1981a); the basal t sampl es i
compressional wave velocities ranged from 4.5-6.0 km/s with an

average value of 5.5 km/s +/- 0.5 km/s (Hamano, 1979; Christensen et
al ., 1979). In the crust studied here the sediments immediately

overlying basement are limestone with a compressional velocity of
3.1 km/s and the alteration minerals could be saponites, celadonite,

or zeolites (Donnelly et al., 1979b; Honnorez, 1982) which tend to
have velocities of 3.0 to 5.5 km/s.

An alternative explanation of the transition zone is that

volcanic flows are intercalated with sedimentary layers. Seismic
waves travelling through many layers tens of meters thick can not
distinguish the layers individually, but travel at a velocity
intermediate to that of the basalt and the limestone. DSDP has

drilled such a volcanic complex in the south Pacific at Sites 462
and 462A (Larson, et al., 1981).
The 1 ocati on of the instruments supports the interpretati on of

the transi ti on zone as a zone of hi ghly fractured basal t.
Transition zones 150-300m thick were measured by instruments located
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near the base of a faulted block (Fig. 17), whereas no transition
zone coul d be detected by the instrument which lay on rel atively

flat topography west of the same faulted block. A normal incidence
seismic reflection profile recorded by a deep-towed hydrophone
(Purdy and Gove, 1982) shot over instruments 2 and 4 shows the

basement topography in detail (Fig. 17). OBH 3 was 3 km south of
OBH 4 (along strike of the fault block) and although no deep-towed
hydrophone profil e was shot near the instrument, it must al so be in

a region of rough topography. Thus, fracturing and alteration is

found to affect the basal t to greater depths in heavily faul ted
zones of high relief rather than comparatively flat-lying basalt.

A similar correlation of velocity and local topography can be

found near DSDP Site 417. A deep towed hydrophone profile (Purdy et
al., 1980) over 417 shows that 417A is on the top of an abyssal hill

and that 417D is near the base of the hill to the west. At 417D the
basalts were relatively fresh and an oblique seismic experiment

(Stephen, 1979) found a sharp sediment-basement interface wi th the
basement initial velocity of 4.8 kmls and a velocity gradient of

1.2/s. Thus, both the position and velocity profiles of line 2W and

417D are similar. At 417A the basalts were highly altered; no
seismic experiment, however, was carried out to measure in situ

vel oci ti es.
The thickness of the transition zone varies near each of the
three instruments studied; this gives an indication of the scale of

lateral heterogeneity in the uppermost Layer 2. In this experiment
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the dominant frequency was 20 Hz so the wavelength of the seismic
energy propagati ng through the 1 imestones and the basement was

150-250m. Ray tracing shows that the basement refl ecti ons have
reflected from the sediment-basement interface within 1 km of the

instrument. On the three 1 i nes studi ed the basement refl ecti ons
appear to be from a homogeneous interface, but each line is

significantly different from the others. This impl ies that

homogeneity may exist on a 0.15 to 1.00 km scale in the uppermost

Laýer 2 but not on the scale of the instrument separation, 3.0 to

8 .0 km.
The 1 ateral heterogenei ty of Layer 2 has been much di scussed

(Ewing and Houtz, 1979; Spudich and Orcutt, 1980b), but few
measurements of the scal e or degree of heterogenei ty have been

made. Measuring lateral heterogeneity seismically is difficult
because resolution is limited to a seismic wavelength (typically
0.5-1.0 km), and the lack of interpretation methods which are

capable of including lateral heterogeneity in their solution. A
seismic refraction study on young oceanic crust in the Pacific has
shown that Layer 2 is homogeneous on the scal e of 2 km, but

heterogeneous on the scale of -100 km (Purdy, 1982a). Discovery of
basalts which were altered to very different degrees in oceanic

crust -110 my old at DSDP Sites 417A and 417D and 418A suggested
that the uppermst Layer 2 is heterogeneous on the scal e of -1 km.

The experimental confi gurati on di scussed here allows a

resol uti on of the vel oci ty structure at the sediment-basement
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interface not usually acheived by seismic refraction experiments. A
20 Hz source produces strong basement refl ecti ons, but weak sei smi c
refractions because of the attenuation of high frequencies in the

basaltic crust. Thus, the reflections discussed here have twice the
resolution of refractions which are usually measured from 10 Hz

seismic energy. Another factor aiding spatial resolution is that
energy refl ects from an interface over a 1 imi ted area, whereas

refracted energy travel s both horizontally and verti cally through

the crust before reaching the recording instrument.

Varying the thicknesses of the transition zone between the

sediments and the basal t si gni fi cantly affects the shear wave
refracted arrival s from the deep crust. For normally inci dent

P-wave energy the time spent in the 150 m and 300m thick transition

zones is 0.04s, and 0.08s respectively, and for shear waves 0.07 and

o .15s. Whi te and Stephen (1980) have shown that the convers i on of
compressional to shear energy is most efficient at a sharp interface
across which there is a strong contrast in the Poisson's ratio of
the media, and when the compressional velocity of the incident
energy is approximately equal to the shear wave velocity of the

converted energy. The more gradual the change in vel oci ty (as in a
transition zone) the less conversion occurs. Thus the thickest
(300m) transition zone should be the least efficient in the
conversi on of compressi onal to shear energy and the sharp interface

shoul d be the most efficient. The amount of energy converted

a ffects the amp 1 i tudes of the Layer 3 and moho shear refracti ons ;
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for a refraction line across this section of oceanic crust one
should observe great variability in the refracted shear arrivalsl

amplitudes, and their travel times could vary by as much as 0.15 s.

This is in fact observed on refraction lines shot to these OBH's in

the same experiment and reported in Purdy (1982b). The variability
of shear refracted ampl itudes has been noted in many experiments

(Ewing and Ewing, 1959, Spudich and Orcutt, 1980b) and is most

likely caused, as in this case, by the variability in the character
of the sediment-basement interface.

The fact that on the majority of the thirty lines studied here

the basement refl ecti ons 'are di srupted by topography shows that the
shape of the sediment-basement interface is an important factor
affecting the basement reflections

i amplitudes. Purdy (1982a) has

shown the importance of this interface i s topography in the
interpretati on of refracted arri val s, and White and Stephen (1980)

have discussed the effect that the roughness of this interface can
have on the conversion of compressional to shear energy at the

sediment-basement interface. This study shows that reflected energy
can be focussed as well as scattered by the sediment-basement

interface.
4.9 SUMMARY
The ampl i tude patterns of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from the

sediment-basement interface di ffer on three sei smi clines recorded
by three di fferent instruments located 3-8 km apart from each
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other. Modelling by synthetic seismograms suggests that varying
thicknesses of a transition zone between the 1 imestone sediments and

the basaltic crust exist beneath the instruments. Greater
thicknesses of the transition zone have been interpreted to exist
underneath the instruments located at the base of a faul t block.
The transi ti on zone may be a mi x of fractured al tered basal t,

sediments, and low temperature al terati on mineral s; di fferent
thicknesses of such a layer can be interpreted to indicate that

weathering and hydrothermal al terati on are spati ally heterogeneous
processes. Thus, the uppermost porti on of Layer 2 is homogeneous on
a scale of 0.15-1.0 km, but heterogeneous on a scale of 3 to 8km.

On other 1 i nes studi ed the ampl i tudes of the basement refl ecti ons
were affected by the rough topography of the sediment-basement
interface, and they coul d not be interpreted by a 1 aterally

homogeneous model. Topography of the sediment-basement interface
affects both the amplitudes of the compressional and shear
refractions (Purdy, 1982a; White and Stephen, 1980); the presence of
varying thicknesses of the transition zone will be most noticeable
in the shear wave refractions.
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TABLE 4.1 Two-way travel-time- stacking vel oci ty val ues averaged for

OBH's 4

Two-Way Travel

Time

Stacking
Vel oci ty

( s)

(kml s)

OBH 4
W

3. 43 + / - 0.01

1.50

+/- 0.01

AC

3.75

0.01

1.52

0.01

A*

3.95

0.01

1.55

0.01

ß

4.15

0.01

1.62

0.02

B

4.24

0.05

1.68

0.04

B'

4.31

0.10

1.81

0.05
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Figure 1. Western North Atlantic Ocean (after Schouten and Klitgord,
1978) showi ng a rea of study (black box) south-wes t of Bermuda. Mesozoi c

magnetic anomalies M-O, M-16 and M-25 shown in heavy black lines. Crust
studied is south of a well located fracture zone and was formed during a
period of constant spreading velocity.
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Figure 2. Contour chart of sediment thickness as measured from
0.66L (40in3), 4.95L (300 in3), and 16.5L (1000 in3) airgun

normal incidence seismic reflection records. Stippled area shws

sediments less than 0.50 s thick. Contour interval is 0.1 s. The

fracture zone can be cl early seen in the peaks and troughs in the
northeast corner of the chart. The two ri dges paral1 el to magneti c

1 ineations can be seen by the decrease in thickness of the sediments

to less than 0.4 s. The experiment was carried out east of the
easternmost ridge. Arrow indicates direction of magnetic lineations.
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Figure 3. Ocean-bottom hydrophone (OBH) positions and 0.66L
(40in3) airgun track lines. Heavy lines indicate track lines
analyzed by hyperbol ic stacking. Only 1 ines which came within one

kilometer of the instrument at their closest approach were analyzed;

arrivals out to 5 km were used since beyond this range arrivals from

the different reflectors are not clearly separated in time. For
simplicity in discussion, parallel to the magnetic lineations will

be cal i ed north-south and perpendi cul ar east-west
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Figure 4. 0.66L (40in3) airgun data Line 4N, received by OBH 4
shot while steaming north. Heavy line indicates compressional

basement reflector. Note large increase in amplitude of the
basement reflection at critical point, -3.5 km horizontal range.
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Figure 5. Amplitude vs ray phase velocity calculated from the
Zoeppri tz equati ons for refl ecti ons from a fl at 1 yi ng interface

between semi-consolidated limestones (Poissonls ratio=0.4, P-wave
velocity=3.1 km/s) overlying basement of Poisson's ratio=0.3 and
P-wave velocities equal to A) 5.3 km/s, B) 4 km/s and C) 3.5 km/s.
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Figure 6. 0.66L (40in3) airgun data Line 4W shot while steaming

west. Data have been fil tered 0-10 Hz. Note break in basement
reflector at 2 km horizontal range with basement reappering earlier

at 2.5 km horizontal range. Heavy lines indicate compressional
basement reflections.
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Figure 7. 0.66L (40in3) airgun data Line 3NE, OBH 3 shot while
steaming northeast. Note lack of basement reflection; this is

caused by topographic roughness on the scal e of a sei smi c wavel ength
(150m) .
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Fi gure 8. Energy vs range for basement refl ecti ons recorded on seven
1 ines by OBH 4. Energy for each shot was cal cul ated by squaring and

summing the amplitudes of the digitised data within a 0.1 s window.

The position of the window was calculated from the coefficients of

the best fi tti hg hyperbol a to the basement refl ecti on. These energy
val ues then had a ten point running average appl i ed to them to
average out short term variations caused by compressor cycling sea

state etc. Lines 4 South, South-southeast, East-southeast, East,

Northeast, North-Northeast, and North are shown on one axi s.
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Fi gure 9. Energy vs range of 1 i nes 4 South, South-southeast,
East-southeast, East, Northeast, North-Northeast, and North are

plotted individually. Note difference in scale for line 4N.
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional ray tracing for inward facing fault
scarp underneath sediment velocity structure in Table 1. The fault

topography was taken from a deep towed hydrophone profil e (Purdy and
Gove, 1982) east of OBH 4. Rays are shot from the instrument to the
sea surface. A) defocussing at ranges greater than 3.0 km from the
instrument~ B) focussing of energy at -2.0 km from the instrument.
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Figure 11. 0.66L (40in3) airgun data Line 3SE, OBH 3 shot while
steaming at a 450 south-east. Note increase in the ampl ;

tude of

the basement reflection at 4.0 km after a short zone of
interference between the basement reflection and the refraction.
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Figure 12. 0.66L (40in3) airgun data Line 2W, OBH 2 shot while
steaming west. Note increase in the ampl itude of the basement
reflection at 3.0 km after a short zone of interference between the
basement refl ecti on and the refracti on.
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Figure 13 A.) Velocity-depth profile used to calculate synthetic
seismograms by the Fuchs-Muller reflectivity algorithm; there is a
150m transition zone between the sediments and basal t. B.) Energy
vs range for basement reflections modelled by velocity profiles

described in Fig. 13a and line 4N. Note the increase in the energy

of the basement refl ecti ons at 3.5 km. The energy val ues of the
synthetic seismograms have been normalised to the peak energy value

in the da ta .
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Figure 14. Synthetic seismograms from velocity-depth function B in
(Fig. 13. Note the high amplitude basement reflections at
approximately 3.5 km; this pattern is similar to that observed on

1 i ne 4N.
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Figure 15. A.) Velocity-depth profile used to calculate synthetic
seismograms by the Fuchs-Muller reflectivity algorithm; there is a
300m transition zone between the sediments and basal t. B.) Energy

vs range for basement refl ections modell ed by vel oci ty profil es

described in (Fig. 13a) and line 3SE. Note the increase in the
energy of the basement reflections at 4.0 km.
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Figure 16. A.) Velocity-depth profile used to calculate synthetic
seismograms by the Fuchs-Muller reflectivity algorithm; there is no
transition zone between the sediments and basal t. B.) Energy vs
range for basement refl ecti ons model

1 ed by velocity profil es

described in Fig. 13a and line 3SE. Note the increase in the energy

of the basement reflections at 3.0 km. The energy values of the
synthetic sei smograms have been normal i sed to the peak energy val ue

in the data.
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Figure 17. Deep towed hydrophone record (Purdy and Gove, 1982) in

area of study shot while steaming east. The data have been fil terd
80-155 Hz, stacked five-fold and deconvolved. The arrival skirting
the very top of the fi gure is the di rect water wave recei ved by the
deep towed hydrophone; the signal

IS variability in arrival time is

due to the hydrophone i s vari abl e hei ght above the sea floor. Line
2W was shot while steaming parallel to the plane of this profile

over relatively smooth topography. Line 4N was shot perpendicular
to the plane of this profile.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS
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In the previ ous three chapters wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from
Layers 1 and 2 of oceanic crust -140 my 01 d in the western North

Atlantic Ocean basin have been interpreted for a detailed velocity
structure of Layer 1 and the vel oci ty structure of the uppermost

Layer 2. Previous work with sonobuoys had been unable to detail the

sediments i vel oci ti es on the Bermuda Ri se whil e sei smi c refracti on
work is rarely capable of measuring the velocity structure of the

upper basaltic crust. Stacking wide-angle reflections from
sedimentary reflectors and basement resolved the interval velocities
and thicknesses of four layers; stacking should be able to provide

similar resolution on data recorded digitally by a sonobuoy. A
tau-p mapping of the data failed to measure the velocity gradient in
the upper Layer 2, in spite of a very careful mapping procedure.

The topography of the sediment-basement interface and a low

si gnal-to-noi se ratio made it impossibl e to resol ve energy refracted

from the upper Layer 2. A study of the ampl i tudes of the wi de-angl e
refl ecti ons from the sediment-basement interface, however, measured

the vel oci ty structure of the top few hundred meters of Layer 2 near

three OBHls. The differences in the amplitude vs range patterns
observed at each instrument were interpreted to indi cate 1 ateral
heterogeneity in the upper crust on the scale of the instrument
separation, 3 to 8 km.

*

In chapter 2 the appl i cati on of hyperbol i c stacking (Taner and
Koehler, 1969) to wide-angle reflections from Layers 1 and 2
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resolves four layers within Layer 1 and their interval velocities

and thicknesses. Stacking provides more detail in the sediments'

velocity structure than picking travel-times. Previous work on

sonobuoys coul d yi el ded only an average val ue of the sediments i
velocity in this region of the North Atlantic Ocean (Houtz, 1980).
Measuring the vel oci ty structure of the sediments in detail is of

importance to the study of the sediments and their evolution, to the

mapping of the depth to basement and to the interpretation of the
amplitudes of seismic refraction data.

In most of the western North Atlantic Ocean basin the
sedimentary structure is characteri sed by only an average val ue of

the sei smi c vel oci ti es. Houtz (1980) has summari sed the resul ts of
sonobuoy studies; stippling has been added to his map (Fig. 5.1) to

highl i ght the areas in which only average vel oci ti es are known. The
experiment described here took place in area 'M1 where the sediments

have an average velocity of 2.00 +/- 0.20 km/s. Seismic reflectors
At, AC, A* and ß have been mapped in this area (Tucholke, 1981)
and elsewhere are associated with velocity increases (Houtz,

LePichon and Ewing, 1968). The figure shows that twenty-seven
stati ons have been shot in this area, but the sediments are too thin

((O.ls) to be able to resolve their structure by picking

travel-times from sonobuoy records. Ten sonobuoys were deployed by
Naini and Ewing (unpubl.) -40km from the experiment described here
(Fig, 5.2); data from eight yielded average velocities for the

sediments of 1.9-2.3 km/s and from only two were two sedimentary
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layers resolved. The uppermost layer had a velocity of 1.81-2.07
km/s and the lowermost had a velocity of 2.36-2.8 km/s.
In chapter 2 the appl ication of hyperbol ic stacking to

wide-angle reflections from deep-sea sediments is shown to result in
a more detailed picture of the velocity structure of the sediments

than was previously available from sonobuoy records. The results of

the stacking procedure correl ate with the sedimentary refl ectors,
AC, A* and ß, which are visible on the normal incidence reflection

records. It is also shown that the stacking velocity-two way normal
incidence travel-time values can be interpreted either by modelling
or i nversi on, and that the resul ts of the two methods are remarkably

similar (Table 2.2). Thus, the interval velocities and thicknesses
of four layers have been interpreted instead of the one or two

layers interpreted by picking travel-times.
The high interval velocities measured between ß and basement are
generally considered to indicate a high degree of lithification.

Houtz, Ewing and LePichon (1968) note a "profound change in
velocity" at reflector ß, and Tucholke, Houtz and Ludwig (1982)

claim that the velocities beneath ß increase by 0.25 km/s for each

kilometer of overburden. Reflector ß is thin on the Bermuda Rise
and few measurements of its velocity have been made. In chapter 2
the seismic velocity beneath ß is measured as 3.12 +/- 0.32 km/s and
its Poissonls ratio as 0.4; this latter value was obtained from the
two-way normal inci dence travel-times to ß, basement and a low phase
velocity

event. The Poisson's ratio of 0.4 shows that the Neocomian
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to late Jurassic limestones on the Bermuda Ri se are indeed

consol i dated as in deeper areas of the western North Atl antic Ocean

basin and not 750/0 IIclayey low-velocity interbedsll (Tucholke et
al., 1979) as inferred at DSDP Site 387. Such measurements of this

1 ayer' s vel oci ty and Poi sson i s rati 0 are a key to understandi ng the
mechanisms of sediment consolidation and lithification operating in
the deep-sea environment.

The depth to basement is a fundamental parameter of marine
geophysical investigations; in sedimented areas its measure depends

on knowledge of the sedimentary velocity structure. As Tucholke,

Houtz and Ludwi g (1982) have noted liThe preparati on of real i sti c

regi onal maps of sediment thickness and depth to basement therefore
II
requires a detailed knowledge of the speed of sound in sediments.

The topography of oceanic basement is frequently interpreted from
time sections of normal inci,dence seismic data. Basement topography
appears di fferently in these records accordi ng to whether water

(1.5km/s), unconsolidated sediments (2.0km/s) or consolidated

sediments (3.0km/s) are above the basement. Topography underneath ß
is apparently smooth yet when migrated it is similar in roughness to
topography found near the mi d-ocean ri dge (Purdy and Gove, 1982)

(Fig. 5.3). This is an important effect to take into consideration

when studyi ng such probl ems as the rough-smooth boundary in the

western North Atl anti c.
Hyperbolic stacking could equally well be applied to sonobuoy

data in order to measure the sedimentary structure. Since sonobuoys
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are more easily deployed than ocean-bottom hydrophones, simply
recording the data di gi tally and stacking the data along hyperbol ae
woul d improve the resol uti on of the sediments i vel oci ty structure.

A set of programs developed for the mapping of data into stacking

vel oci ty-two-way normal inci dence travel-time space and the
interpretation of the results is listed in Appendix I.

The velocity of the sediments immediately overlying basement
affect the amplitudes of both compressional and shear seismic

refractions from oceanic crust. Figure 5.4 shows the transmission

coeffi ci ents of compressional and shear energy for two model s of a
sediment-basement interface. The sediments' vel oci ty and Poi sson' s
ratio varied from 2.0km/s and 0.48 to 3.1km/s and 0.4, respectively,

while the basement remained fixed at 5.0km/s and 0.3. For phase
velocities appropriate to Layer 2, Layer 3 and mantle (5.0-8.0 km/s)

the interface beneath the high vel oci ty (consol i dated) sediment
allows - 300/0 more compressional energy through than the low

velocity (unconsol i dated) sediment. The interface beneath the

consol i dated sediments, however, converts only hal f as much shear
energy as does the interface beneath unconsol i da ted sediments for
phase velocities of 3.0-4.5 km/s which are appropriate for Layer 3
and Moho shear refractions. Thus, refraction studies over oceani c
crust with consolidated sediments would have higher amplitude

compressi onal refracti ons and lower ampl i tude shear refractions than
woul d refracti on studi es over the same igneous crust overl a in by
unconsol idated sediments.
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Velocity-depth functions used for modelling synthetic
seismograms, therefore, must include as detailed a knowledge as

possible of the sediments' velocity structure. Purdy (1982c), when
modelling the refraction data in the experiment described here, used
an average sediment velocity of 2.0 km/s; he finds that he must
include a sediment-basement transition zone (a zone of high
Poisson's ratio) in his velocity-depth function in order to model

the low amplitude shear refractions from Layer 3. In fact, the
consolidated limestones which have a high Poisson's ratio could be

the cause of the low amplitude shear refractions. The lack of shear
refractions recorded from oceanic crust with sediments of

compressional veolocities )3.0 km/s was first noted by Houtz, Ewing,

and LePichon (1968).
These di fferences in the properti es of the sediment-basement
interface al so indicate that studies comparing the ampl itudes of

seismic refraction data from different ocean basins must be
conducted very carefully to incl ude the effect of the sediments.

For example, DSDP drilling at Site 307 (Larson et al., 1975) found
-300m of cherts and clay with an interval velocity of 2.3 km/s

overlying basement -140 my ol d west of Hawaii. Refraction data shot
over such crust woul d appear very di fferent from refracton data

collected over the crust studied in this thesis simply because of
the di ffering sedimentary 1 ayers.

*
Chapter 3 shows that tau-p mapping does not provi de much
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informtion on data with a low signal-to-noise ratio and in which

the reflectors. topography varies. The tau-p mapping was modified
from the procedure outl ined by Stoffa et al. (1980) in order to

identify postcritical arrivals and to use the tau-p events in each

sUbarray for the velocity-depth inversion. The noise in the data as
well as the closeness in time of the sedimentary refl ect~rs made it

virtually impossible to resolve reflectors AC and ß in the tau-p

map. Refl ector A* and basement were vi sibl e, but the topography of
the basement reflector made inversion of the data for the velocity

gradient in the top of Layer 2 impossible. By comparison, the
hyperbolic stacking of the same data discussed in chapter 2 resolved
three sedimentary refl ectors and basement, and the resul ts were

easily interpreted for interval velocities and thicknesses.
Tau-p mapping is best appl ied to high signal-to-noise data

containing many postcritical arrivals and refractions, i.e.
travel-time curves which are nearly 1 inear. Since ampl itudes can be

preserved in the final map, the postcritical energy can be
identified by its high amplitudes and the p-values used to constrain

the inversion for a velcoity-depth function. This technique would
be most useful for data coll ected in areas of smooth topography,

such as oceanic crust which had been formed by fast spreading.

*
In chapter 4 the amplitudes of wide-angle reflections from the
sediment-basement interface are interpreted to indicate the

existence of lateral heterogeneity in the uppermost portion of Layer
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2 on the scal e of 3 to 8 km. Thirty 1 ines were studied but only

three appeared free from topographic disturbance. These i ines were
modelled by computing synthetic seismograms from velocity-depth

functi ons wi th a transi ti on zone between the sediments and
basement. Transition zones with thicknesses of 0, 150, and 300m
reproduced the ampl itude patterns observed in the three 1 ines. The

transition zone is interpreted as a mixture of fractured, altered
basalt and sediments, and its variability in thickness indicates

that weathering and hydrotherml al terati on of upper Layer 2 are
spatially heterogeneous processes.

This study is interpreted to indicate that weathering and
hydrothermal al teration of oceanic crust occur preferentially in

hi ghly faul ted zones. Preferenti a 1 water flow through hi ghly
fractured ma teri a 1 is a well -known phenomenon (El thon, 1982;
Honnorez, 1982), but whether it significantly affected the structure

and evol uti on of oceanic crust or whether the effects averaged out
with time were not known. At DSDP Sites 417A, 417D and 418A
(Donnelly et al., 1980) basalts which had been altered to very

di fferent degrees wi thin 10 my of thei r formati on were drill ed

within 1km of each other. The 1 ateral extent of the heterogeneity,

however, coul d not be determi ned by drill i ng. The heterogenei ty in
the old oceanic crust studied here is on the scale of a few km in

the top few hundred meters of oceanic crust; this variabil i ty shoul d
be taken into account by geochemists cal cul ating mass fl uxes and
balances for the oceans and oceanic crust (Humphris et al., 1979).
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Since wide-angle reflections measure the velocity structure at
the sediment-basement interface, such measurements on young oceanic

crust could provide information on the hydrothermal evolution of

oceanic crust. Seismic velocities are very suseptible to the degree
of fracturing. One could then map the presence of open or sealed
fractures at the top of Layer 2. These val ues coul d be compared to

refracti on data in order to measure when fractures in the lower

crust seal.
The scale of the wide-angle reflection experiment descibed here
is of potential use in correlating the small-scale measurements of
oceanic crust made from drill holes -6cm in diameter and seismic
refraction measurements which are made on the scale of 0.5-1.0 km.

A wide-angle reflection study of the oceanic crust affords greater
resolution than seismic refraction experiments because higher
frequencies can be used and the horizontal scale is on the order of

1 km instead of 10 to 100 km. Also, since DSDP holes rarely
penetrate beyond the top few hundred meters of oceanic crust, this
scale experiment is suited to measure seismic structure locally

about the drill site. To further refine the experimental technique,
energy of frequenci es grea ter than 20 Hz coul d be used, and if the

source function were impulsive (as produced by a water gun, for

instance, rather than an ai rgun), th~ phases of the refl ecti ons
could be interpreted as well as the amplitudes.

Wide-angle reflections can also be used to study the nature of

the Mohorovicic discontinuity. Wide-angle reflections from the Moho
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have been observed in seismic refraction data (Helmberger, 1977;

Purdy, 1982c), but experiments wi th closer shot spaci ng desi gned to
examine the amplitude vs range patterns of the reflections would

provide more informtion. In places the Moho has been modelled as a
velocity gradient and in others as a sharp interface (Helmberger and
Morris, 1969; Helmberger, 1977; Spudich and Orcutt, 1980a; Purdy,

1982c). Multichannel seismic reflection lines have obtained

refl ecti ons from the Moho on conti nental shel f off Scotl and (Smythe
et al ., 1982), 01 d Mesozoic oceanic crust (Grow and Markel, 1977),
and

young Pacific crust (Herron et al., 1978), but the reflections

vary in both their amplitudes and travel-times over distances of a

few tens of kilometers. The variability of these reflections could
indicate variability of the velocity structure at the Moho, or
topography on the Moho coul d be focussing and defocussing the
refl ected energy. Casey et al. (1982) have geol ogi cally mapped

undulations of the ancient oceanic Moho in the Bay of Islands

ophiolite on the scale of several kilometers relief over tens of

kilometers distance. This topography would affect the reflections
observed from energy with a wavelength of 1km. In these areas a
study of the amplitudes of the wide-angle reflections would provide
more information on the velocity structure at the interface.

This study of the ampl i tudes of wi de-angl e refl ecti ons al so
shows that the sediment-basement interface is an important boundary
from the poi nt of view of the transfer of sei smi c energy.

Travel-times can be readily corrected for di fferences in sediment
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thickness, i.e. the basement topography (Purdy, 1982a; Orcutt et

al ., 1976), but ampl itudes are not so easily corrected. Focussing
and scattering are di fficul t processes to model and an extremely

detailed knowledge of the morphology of the interface must exist.

Deep-towed seismic reflection systems (Purdy et al., 1980) map

basement topography well, but are slow and di ffi cul t to gui de over
features of interest. The study of the ampl itudes of sei smi c

arrivals has yielded much information about the oceanic crust; as
interpetati ons become more detail ed care must be taken

to incl ude

topographic effects in the analysis.

*

Thus methods of analysing wi de-angl e ref' ecti ons di scussed above
provide more informtion on the oceanic crust than does picking
travel-times. Increased resolution of the sediments i velocity
structure was obtai ned by stacking the data along hyperbol ae and the

analysis of the postcritical reflections' amplitudes provide
informti on on the vel oci ty structure at the sediment-basement

interface. These methods were appl i ed to wi de-angl e refl ecti ons
from the upper oceanic crust, but could equally well be applied to
reflections from the Moho or from reflections from continental crust.
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Fi gure 5.1. Locati on of sonobuoy stati ons in the western North

Atl antic Ocean. Areas in which only an average val ue of the
sediments velocity are known have been stippled. The experiment
described in this thesis took place in area 'MI. Twenty-seven
stations exist in this region, but could not define the velocity

structure associ ated wi th sedimentary refl ectors AC, A* and ß.
Stacking wi de-angl e refl ecti ons from these refl ectors resol ved the

interval velocities and thicknesses of four layers.
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Figure 5.2. Sonobuoy locations and velocity-depth solutions from
Naini and Ewing (unpubl.). Note the apparent variability in the
sediments. velocity structure measured by the sonobuoys within a 15

x 15 km area. Average velocities range from 1.8-2.3 km/s and only
two sonobuoys coul d resolve two 1 ayers in the sediments.
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Fi gure 5.3. Basement topography interpreted from the deep towed
hydrophone line shot along a flowline in the study area of this
experiment (Purdy and Gove, 1982) using sediment velocities of 2.0
and 3.0 km/s. Below is a bathymetry profile of oceanic basement near
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge measured by Scripps deep tow instrument
(Shih, 1979).
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Figure 5.4. Transmission energy for a) compressional energy and b)

shear energy for compressional energy inci dent at a
sediment-basement interface at which the basement compressional

velocity is 5.0 km/s and the Poisson's ratio is 0.3. Two cases are
studied in the first unconsolidated sediments have a compressional

velocity of 2.0km/s and Poisson's ratio of 0.48 overlying basement
and in the second consol idated sediments have a compressional

velocity of 3.1km/s and Poisson's ratio of 0.4. The consolidated
sediments allow more compressional energy through the interface,

whereas the unconsolidated sediments convert more incident
compressional energy to transformed shear.
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APPEND ix

PROGRAMS FOR HYPERBOLIC STACKING
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The computer programs listed below are written in FORTRAN and

were used on a VAX 11/780. They are available on tape with user's

ins tructi on s from the author.
VANAL3 maps ROSE format data into stacking velocity, two-way
normal inci dence travel-time space. It computes the stack and the
sembl ance of the data for speci fied stacking vel oci ty val ues and

two-way normal inci dence travel-times. The stack is normal i sed and

the semblance is bandpassed filtered and has a threshold value set;

the stack and sembl ance are mul ti pl i ed together and plotted.
TPCONT contours the output of VANAL3 using an NCAR package. The
output of V ANAL3 is averaged over a speci fi ed number of samples in

the two-way norml incidence travel-time dimension.
SUMTPCONT sums and contours several outputs of VANAL3.

DIXER sol ves for 1 ayer interval thicknesses and vel oci ti es from
val ues of stacking velocity and two-way normal incidence

travel-times using the Dix approximation.

WIDANG solves for layer interval thicknesses and velocities from

val ues of horizontal range and travel-time using the Dix
approximati on.
PCON sol ves for layer interval thicknesses and vel oci ti es from
val ues of stacking vel oci ty and two-way normal inci dence

travel-times using the reduced time reduced distance method of Dix

(1955) .
PCONPOLY solves for layer interval thicknesses and velocities

from val ues of hori zontal range and travel-time using the reduced
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time reduced di stance method of Di x (1955).
PENTEX model s hori zontal range and travel-time data given a

starting model. Models are iteratively calculated until the
horizontal range and travel-time values of the model fit the

observed val ues.
BOUNCE traces rays through a stack of i sovel oci ty layers. It

calculates the horizontal range of the reflection point at the base
of the 1 ayers and a poi nt on the surface of one of the 1 ayers.

HYPCURV cal cul ates the slope and curvature of an hyperbol a over

a specified horizontal range and at specified intervals.
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